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KXICUTIVE SUMHARY
This 'to the
fourth
quarterly
report
ot WRAIR research
evaluating the human dimensions of the Unit Hanning System (UHS)
report
This
concept.
division
infantry
the
light
and
concentrates almost exclusively on battalion rotation and unit
Chapter I provides the
replacement isseos pertaining to the UMS.
background for this research, and sketches the s.ix related but
WRAIR
effort.
in
the
activity
of
research
areas
distinct
and
analyses
detailed
provide
V1
11
through
Chapters
recommendations.
The COHORT concept works.
Both survey and interview data at
two
points
in
time
continue
to show
small
but
consistent
differences in horizontal cohesion in favor of COHORT units.
It simply confirms what all
This finding is not remarkable;
eZperienced commanders already know:
the longer soldiers train
together the better they know one another, and the better they
perform.
Remarkable is the persistence of these differenoes despite
almost every type.of organizational chaos the Army could throw at
COHORT units rotated between Zurope and CONUS, and
COHORT units.
better
bonded
than
nonCOHORT
units.
COHORT units
remained
better
and
remained
turbulence,
leader
pronounced
endured
bonded.
COHORT units took up nev equipment or resumed using old
COHORT units lived with
equipment, yet remained Detter bonded.
conflicting information,
rumors,
resentments (usually by their
XCOs),
and local disregard of the DA personnel poliiees, and
remained better bonded.
The enhanced
horizontal bonding in
COHORT units is remarkable because it endures despite events and
actions most likely to undermine it.
Because it is robust--in
viev
or
the
countervailing
forces--the
Mere
presence
of
differences favoring COHORT is all
the more impressive.
In the rotation experience the Army also found a second way
to create higher levels of horizontal cohesion.
The USARZOR
battalions (and one CONUS battalion) simply had their personnel
stabilized vith the expectation they would serve together for
some period or time after return to CONUS.
Iven these stabilized
units showed levels of horizontal cohesion comparable with OSUT
trained and stabilized units.
Why this happened remains a puzzle.
If the task of creating
cohesive units were as simple as pronounoing them stabilized, the
Army would have solved
the cohesion problem long ago.
One
possible explanation is that these units had defin1 e tasks that
were important, meaningtiul, motivating and which required well
organized leadership.
They continued training, then readied and
turned in all
equipment,
then rotated between OCONUS and COU3S.
The tasks, therefore, allowed these units to overcome the leader
and Information turbulence experienced by OSUT trained COHORT

units.
Without a demanding mission like equipment modernization
or rotation, simple stabilization may not have had the observed
effeat.
This is not the whole story, however.
Observations and
interviews
indicate
that
work
lite
in
these
units
was
qualitatively different following stabilization.
Apparwntly the
expectation of oentinued Service with the same people permitted
the exchange of equipment and expertise across platoons and
companies in more ways and with greater frequency than before
stabilization was announced.
Whatever the reason, the *xperienoe
of the stabilized units calls into question whether OSUT training
is necessary for improving horizontal cohesion in Army units.

Battalion rotation was successful.
Extensive Interview and
observational data confirm that the Army nan rotate battalions
with few untoward effects on soldiers,
their families, or
communities.
Two major
lessons
emerge
from the battalion
rotation experiment.
The first
is the inability of the Army to learn from such
experiences.
Each unit and community faced the rotation problem
alone, as if they were the only unit rotating, and as if the Army
had never attempted anything like It before. Consequently, some
of the same mistakes made in the earlier company rotations were
repeated in
the battalion rotations.
The Army is
not through
with battalion sized rotations; a number -of Apache helicopter
battalions will eventually rotate to Europe.
They, too, will no
doubt also start from scratch, unmindful that many problems have
already been addressed and solved.
The second lesson learned is that a rotation is a peacetime,
unit,
permanent
change-cC-station
move.
It
is
not
a
deployment.
This distinction is important because the planning
and operational
tasks involved
In moving a large group of
soldiers and their families requires a- enormous amount of time
and energy spread over a prolonged period of time.
it
is the
distinotion between "taking a trip" and "moving."
Without
the
additional
staff
resources
necessary
to
accomplish the move, the units participating in the rotation were
forced to devote staff time and energy to this task, often at
cost to their operational and training duties.
In most zases the
primary burden fell on the battalion executive officers.
Their
performances were outstanding but the coats were high (i.e.,
the
disruption of their normal duties and the personal stress they
xperioencod in trying to manage two full-time jobs).
rn addition, some senior officers and staff planners lost
sight of the fact that, unlike a deployed unit, a rotating unit
must have sufficient time to settle-in after its
arrival and
before it undertakes major training activities.
For the sake of
gaining a few additional days of post-rotation field training,
some units placed their unsettled soldiers and families in very
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Over the course of the previous company
situations.
stressful
we learned that those units which
COHORT rotations to USARZUR,
families after the rotation
time to resettle
took adequate
units that rushed Into training
those
generally outperformed
the same findings replicated here.
Ve ezpeot to seo
activities.
The most worrisome policy implication of this report lies in
the unit replaaement data.
Interviews and observations reveal
senior
very little appreciation by battalion commanders and their
staff and no appreoiatioA on the part Of first sergeants and
company commanders and other small unit cadre regarding the
importance of capitalizing on buddy knowledge to enhance unit
the
to
oblivious
seem
leaders
of
these
Many
cohesion.
possibilities of cross-leveling within companies to create places
for replacement packets.
Given their druthers, they prefer to
fill spaces in total
disregard of faces.
Unless this mindeet is
changed,
the whole
VMS experience
will melt
back into
the
individual replacement system It was designed to eliminate.
Changing personnel practices at battalion and compauy levels
will not be easy.
The U.S. Army has operated on an individual
replacement model since 1917; few company grade officers or NCOs
imagine doing business any other way.
It is one thing to raise
and deploy COHORT companies and battalions which can be done as a
matter of policy.
It
is something else to teach small unit
commanders how to use intact replacement packets.
Pdl6oy and
pronouncements
have
little
effect
this
low
in
the
Army
organization where COHORT policy is presently circumvented with
cynical disregard.
In summary,
the existing data from the WRAIR evaluation of
the human dimensions of the UNS lend strong support to three
conclusions:
(I)
The Army can create battalions that exhibit enhanced
horizontal cohesion either by establishing companies with OSUT
trained soldiers or by stabilizing personnel and giving them
nall*enging, real missions.
(2)
The
Army
can
rotate
battalions
without
destroying
hort:ontal cohesion, and In the process by stabilizing cadre
the Army can enhance performance
across companies and staff
sections.
ý3)
The whole UM3 experiment is in jeopardy If battalion and
company commanders cannot capitalize on the cohesion potential
of replacement packets of soldiers who already know one another
when they arrive at the company or battery.
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Chapter I
Baokground and overvi.ew

LTC Larry H. Ingraham,

Ph.D.

and

LC James A. Martin, Ph.D.

uaokground
Zn

1981

the

U.S.

Army

the

Instituted

HeW

Manning

System

(KN3)
and in 1906 renamed this program The Unit Manning System
(UMN).
The iprimary objective or this program via to enhance
potential. comst *ttectiveneas through the reduction of personnel
turbulence.
By oreating more stable units, the Army hoped to:
(1) enhance unit training, (2) reduce the potential for stressrelated breakdown in combat by promoting interpersonal bonding
among soldiers as well as between soldiers and their leaders, (3)
increase the soldier's Identification with his %nit and his
omnmitaent to the unit's mission, and (4) develop a greater sense
of esprit de corps among unit members and unit families.
The original NMS program was composed or two independent
sub-systems: the U.S. Army Regimental 3ystem and %he COHORT
and Training) Unit Movement
(Cohesion, Oberational Readiness,
WRAIR's research activities target on the COHORT Unit
System.
Movement System and this report focuses on the human dimensions
associated with the implementation or the COHORT system.
The COHORT Unit Movemsot SYstem
The COHORT unit movement system was designed
to keep
together in the same units for
soldier* and their Leaders
extended periods of time.
First term soldiers, who had their
initial Army training expertenee as a group, called One Station
Unit Training (or OSUT), were matched with a cadre of orttiers
and YCOs
to fore a nev company sized unit at a FORSCOO
installation.
These COHORT units had a three-year life cycle
geared to the first-term soldier's enlistment.
Zn the majority
of' cases, these Lnits Were deployed OCOIUS for a part of the
unit's life cycle (18 months USAREUR or 12 months Korea).
:n FY85 8QDA reorganized a number of combat battalions under
the COHORT Onit Moveen0t System.
This was a planned extension of
vie original SNS program.
Eight battalions were formed under
somewhat modified COHORT models
and these units rotated to and
from

Sswltched

U3AREUR

during

the

summer

of

1986

(four

units

in

CONUS

±AMe- type units in USARIUR).
There are also
four COHORT Dattalions which were rormed (with traditional COHORT
companies/batteries)
as
part of
the ?th Infantry Division
(Light).
These battalions are not currently scheduled to rotate
with four

OCONUS.

The SQDA NMS Refocused ?teld Evaluation
MRAIR scientists have had various degrees of involvment in
the HQDA evaluation of the UHS since the beginning of this effort
in 1981.
These efforts are highlighted In the November 1985 Onit
Manning 3ystem WRAIR Technioal Report #1.
In 1985 RQ0A refocused
its evaluation effort and VRAR assumed a major role in the
evaluation.
This
role
involves
several
diatinct
research

activities:
WRAIR,
through TCATA and their 9DM on(I)
Soldier survey.
station data Collection agents,
is Conducting self -administered
attitudinal
surveys
among
soldiers
of
selected
COHORT
and
nonCOHORT battalions and companies/batteries both in CONUS and
USAREUR
(five
iterations
over
three
years).
The
primary
objectives of this effort are: (a) to develop reliable and valid
survey measures oa cohesion (the various human diaensions thought
to be
associated
with
unit Combat
readiness
and individual
to compare
psychological
sustainability
in combat);
and
(b)
COHORT and nonCOHORT Units on these dimensions of cohesion over
time.
(2)

Spouse survey.
In October 1985,
WRAIR began a panel
a sample of wLves of COHORT and nonCOHORT soldiers.
This study built on previous WRAIR Family Unit
research and
investigated the relationship between family life
and soldier
unit issues.
Data collection involves three Iterations Of a
self-administered mailed survey over an 18-month period.

study of

(3)
Battalion rotation, family-unit-community study.
This
descriptive study, which began in October 1985,
involves an in
depth look at battalion rotation planning and implementation.
The study's purpose is to describe the impact of the rotation
process
on
unit
members,
their
families,
other
community
residents, and the community.
(4)
Unit interviews.
In October 1985, WRAIR scientists
began a series of unit visits designed to provide additional
qualitative
information
in
support
of
the
COBORT-aonCOBORT
comparisons.
Three times over an 18-month period,
extensive
individual and group interviews were conducted with selected
battalion
commanders
and
their
staffs,
company/battery
commanders
and their cadre, and selected groups of tirst-term
soldiers.
These in depth interviews were designed to enhance the
interpretation of the survey data, and to allow WRAIR scientists
the opportunity to explore emergi*ng issues in Ways not possible
With sole reliance on a structured survey Instrument.
(5)
Battalion reconstitution, morals and coheston.
Under
the
UMS,
rotating
battalions
have
stabilized
personnel
as3ignments
with augmentations
made only at fixed
Intervals.
"Packages"
of mostly first-term soldiers will be added to the
battalion at selected
points;
these packages will be squads,
;Latoons, and possibly companies of OSUT trained soldiers.
Many
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arrive at
of the*e soldiers will have trained together and vwil
the unit in coheeive groups with the expectation of remaining
together.
These groups may be split up to meet the replacement
needs of the battalion.
At the same time,. battalion members will
have trained together for at least 18 months, and these units are
exported to be fairly oohesive.
The implications for morale and

cohesion of

integrating a now soldier package

into an already

existing and cohesive group are not known.
This project &a to
describe the reonatitution and soaialixatLon process,
and to
learn how they affect morale and cohesion.
(6)
A study of the 7th Infantry Division (Light).
An
associated VMS research errort 4s an extensive investigation of
the establishment of the Army's first light infantry division.
The research activities at Fcrt Ord involve: (a)
ac interviewobservational study over tine of one COHORT battalion,
(b)
a
study of leadership issues across a number of COHORT units, and
(a) a study of
family-unit-community
issues related
to the
establishment and operation of a light infantry division.
Overview
The following chapters (I
through 7?) of this fourth IMS
report focus on battalion roctation and unit replacement issues.
tn Chapter It LTC Martin and Dr. Marlowe summarize interview and
observation data on the process of rotating battalions to or from
CONUS with particular attention to the perspective of soldiers.
The information makes clear that a peacetime, unit rotation'
is very different from a unit deployment and that to adequately
plan and carry out A rotation requires additional staff resources
at the unit level and the adoption of a command mentality which
recognizes the settling-in time required by families after any
permanent change of station move.
FaIlure to recognize these
issues resulted in overburdening key unit staff,
primarily the
battalion executive officers, and it resulted ia morale problems
when soldiers were forced to begin field training before they had
adequately settled their families in the new area.
Martin and Marlowe also point out the role that activities
like Force Modernization had in building cohesion, especially in
units that were not built on the bases of the common first-term
OSUT training experience.
to Chapter
11Z LTC Schneider summarizes observations on the
rotation
experiences
of
rotating
families
and
affected
communities.
fe points out the critical role of companies in
both Information dissemination and in sponsoring effective family
support groups.
Se further notes that wives groups wore usually
effective only in rotating battalions.
As will be apparent in
subsequent reports, wives groups required a real world task to
provide group coherence.

On the whole, LTC SUhneidir reports the battalion rotation
The morale of rotating wives
experiment was quite succesatul.
remained high, and many considered it their best Army move.
trbat
problems there weore focused on timely and accurate information
the gaining
disaemination, perceptions of favored treatment in
and
communities,
among
plans
to
share
failure
comunities,
in
the companies
family support activitos
failure to Cround
ratber than in the battalion.
exexcutive summary of a
lengthy
IV reprints a
historical
analysis of soldier replacement policies
his
by
Major
gosumplik,
and
reprinted
here
with
written
systems
permissicn.
toxumplik oompared
infantry
replacement
among the British, French, Germans, Japanese, and Americans over
the past 150 years.
He argues convincingly that Individual vs.
unit replaoement is a false dichotomy, since both are necessary.
The crucial point, In his analysis,
is the necessity of first
linking
the
soldier
with a
large
unit
identity
(like
the
regiment) before worrying overly much about cohesion in the small
Chapter

comparative

unit.
In
Chapter
V LTC Schneider sees plenty to worry about
concerning
replacements
in
company
sized
units.
$ohneider
reports
observations
from
a
quasi-eXperiaent
of
Inserting
replacements
into cohesive
units
during a major FTZ.
tis
observations
suggest
COHORT
units
can
rapidly
assimilate
replacements,
just like conventionally organized units, but that
small unit leaders paid little attention to developing either
horizontal or vertical cohesion.
He attributes the failure to
the iaterchangeable part mentality of the American Army which
Kozumplik dates from 1917, to implicit rules proscribing informal
contacts among leaders and led, and to a failure to recognize the
importance
of
small
group
ties
In building
and
enhancing
psychological readiness for combat.
mn Chapter VI CPT Vaitkus provides an update of the soldier
suryey of cohesion which now Includes two survey administrations.
Viatcus shows that COHORT companies continue to show signifioally
sreater cohesion, athough the differenoes at Time 2 were not as
great as at Time 1.
The interactions among combat arms and
CONU3/OCONUS preclude simple Interpretations.
When ocompany sized units were ranked on the horizontal
cohesion measure at both points in time, only the light infantry
Units greatly lowered their ranking vis-a-vis -other unit types.
In examining the total
sample Vaitkus found that units which
declined sharply seemed
to be
arkoed by leaders perceived as
exploitative, unfair, incompetent, and oblivious to soldier needs
and welfare.
To what extent this explanation can be applied to
the dramatic decline In light Infantry scores is the focus of our
next report.
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from Concept Oevelopment

to Rotation
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Ph.D.

Chief, Department of Military Psychiatry
and
LTC,

James A. Martin, Ph.D., ACSV
Hedioal Service Corps, U.S. Army

Dopartment of Military Psychiatry
Valter Rood Arsy instttute of Research
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20307-5100

Abstract
Battalion Rotation
enhanced

cohesion

groups (Loe.,
batteries)

was designed as an effort to see

brought about

by stabilizing

soldiers

it

the

in small

from squads, crews, and stOtions to omapanies and

could

be

carried

Out

at

the

level

of

a

combat

battalion.
Despite a number of operational problems, this effort
was very suocessful. The shared experiences of normal trainiag,
Forae Modernization (primarily equipment changes), and rotation
all onotributed to enhanced teamwork and interpersonal bonding
among the soldiers in these units.
What. was most impresSive Was
the teamwork and bonding among leaders in those battalions where
cadre stability was aohieved.
The battalion rotation exercise demonstrated that the Army
caa rotate battalions.
It also provided information on what to
do and what not to do in order to carry out such an action
effectively and eoficientiy.
In this regard, we learned very
clearly that a peacetime, unit rotation is very different from a
unit deployment
and that to adequately plan and conduct a
rotation requires additional staff resources at the unit level
and the adoption of a command mentality which recognises that
families need adequate settling-in time after any permanent
change-of-station move.
Failure to recognize these two issues
resulted in overburdening key unit-staff, primarily the battalion
executive officer.
Morale problems also developed in units that
eorced
soldiers
to
resume
field
training before they had
adequately settled their families in the new area.

The m•ot critical phase of the Battalion Rotation effort is
yet to come. This is the reload phase that is scheduled to ocour
15 to 18 Months after the rotation. -There io no evidence that
commanders have oonsidered the importance of using a group
replacement model to accomplish this reload.
Zt is clear that
the reload process has the potential for building onto or undoing
the positive COHORT effects of Battalion Rotation.
In examining
the reload process, it is critical that we come to understand how
self sustaining, cohesive, and high performance unit qultures get
transmitted and Maintained as a unit Soeo
through the process of
incorporating now members.
In the long run, this say be the most
critical
issue
in
all of the ArMy'S
Unit Manning System
itte

Introduction

Th .obleotive.
Battalion Rotation was designed to capture
the bonefits or building a battalion in COKUS then Orelosating"
on a permanent change of
that unit, to include tamily members
station moye.
Otficial planning to• Battalion notation began
with a 1981 UQDA Concept Paper (New Manning System Task Fores,
ODCS?3R, 12 June 81, SAS). Speoitically, Annex 5 of that Concept
Paper described Battalion Rotation as a test effort to see it the
enhanoed cohesion brought about by stabilizing soldier$ in Small
groups (i.e., from squads, crews, and sections to companies and
batteries) could be carried out at the level of a combat
battalion.
During the past five years other tsiues have been added to
the Battalion Rotation agenda, most notably Force Modernization
and Force Restructuring (e.g., conversion to X1 Tanks and M2IFVs
and the reconfigurstLon of field Artillery batteries to the two
platoon concept).
These actions have had an important impact on
the rotation process and the desired cohesion outnoee sought in
the orogial Battalion Rotation plan.

`e *ons

oroeess.

During

1986

tour

combat

ioms

battalions were rotated to 3SARIUR in exchange for four *sister*
These
battalions that were brought back to the United States.
Artillery
and
battalions
(Airborne
Infantry,
Armor,
Field
titteeu to eiLgteen months
Mechanized Infantry) had appoximately
The USAASUR units
tto Organize and to prepare for this mission.
i were CONOITed by stabilizing those personnel in existing units
who were eligible to make a permanent ohanSe-ot-station move back
to the United States.
Shortages in these units were filled by
The battalions In the
individuals who were levied from CON9S.
United States were typically organized by mati•g existing unit
Cadre with commonly trained groups of first term soldiers from
Cadre shortfalls in the COEUS units
the CONUS training base.
ware made up by assigning soldiers from ether divisional and
and
in
some
cases
from other CONUS
instalLational
assets

locations.
For the past 68 months WRAIR has
Prevtous COHORT research.
been etaminins various aspeats of the Army's unit Manning System
(UNS).
Our attention has focused on the creation, development,
WRAZR
batteries.
companies
and
of
COHORT
and
operation
scientists have examined the various factors that seem to promote
and/or inhibit the development of ettecLve relationships among
soSdiers and the corresponding relationships between soldiers and
their leaders at the level of company or battery and below.
lased on this research, there is substantial evidence to suggest
that the COHORT model of keeping new soldiers together after an
intense, commonly shared, initial training experience provides
the basis for horisontal bondLnS up through the level of a
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What ia not yet clear is
company or battery.
training experience and the latter shared unit
contribute to this bonding process.
We also do
the contributions are independent of one another
is some Interaction effect present.

how the original
experiences each
not know whether
or whether there

The original premise
that the VMS would Insure cadre
vertical cohesion was not
stability and
letd to enhanced
supported in our earlier research.
While some outstanding oase
examples were found, cadre stabilization was often quite elusive
in 4ompany-and battery sized COHORT units.
Our data demonstrated
that the VMS rules,
both Internal
(within battalions)
and
external, were often violated.
Cadre turbulence was as great in
COHORT units ar. it was In the units Soverned by the traditional
Individual replacement system.
Among the most salient reasons
for cadre Instability were the following:
1.
The 2ovement of MCO's and officers out of
pursuant to promotion or selection for promotion.

the

unit

2.
The
Movement
of Individuals,
supported
by local
authority, on the basis of a belief that *stabilization"
would adversely affect the careers of junior officers and
senior NCO's.
3.
The relief for cause or transfer based on performance
levels thought to be unacceptable by senior commanders who
considered
their
COHORT
units
as
highly visible
and
"OpoLitically sensitive" organizations.
4. The resentment of some NCO's at being "locked In" to a
rotating unit and the ability of these individuals to effect
their own transfer despite the rules.
5.
The "normal" local needs for shifting officers and NCO's
which led commanders to the disregard VMS rules.
WRAIR's previous research suggested that, when achieved,
cadre stabilization could provide opportunities for enchanced
vertical cohesion.
Based on the interview data, the critical
Cactor for achieving vertical cohesion was the good use of
Leadership principles at the platoon and company level.
Such
leadorship was most often described by first term soldiers In
terms of technically and tactically competent leaders whose
efforts were focused on realistic and productive training. Good
leaders were described as concerned and fair. Soldiers said that
these leaders treated them with respect and that they were
usually aindful of their needs as people and concerned about
theLr families.
Based on soldiers'
deacriptiona,
it is clear
that
the
leaders
they were
describing had demonsteated
a
willtngness to lead interactively rather than from a distance.
When
we experienced
negative soldier
comments
about
their
Leaders, we typl-ally encountered well meaning officers and NCOs
who were frequently undermined by their own lack of training and
10

knowledge of the principles of effective esall group leadership.
were
that
units
of
COHORT
rinding a number
Despite
soldiers in these
characterised by poor leadership behaviors,
achieved higher levels of group proficiency than the
units still
Where there was
soldiers in the nonCOHORT unmits In our sample.
COHORT units were typically
effective stabilized leadership,
described by senior oommanders (battalion and brigade) as among
the most combat ready units In their respective divisions.
COHORT
soldiers
and
units
in
our
original
sample
also
and
greater
oohesivenees
of
levels
higher
demonstrated
their conventional
than
readiness
for combat
psyohologiual
counterparts.
Current research
As part of the assessment of Battalion Rotation,
WRAIR
to
e&ac
visit
HQDA
post-rotation
in
the
participated
scientists
battalion.
Individual Interviews were conducted with senior
battalion staff members and with the commanders and the first
sergeants of two randomly ghosen line oompanies or batteries in
Finally, small group interviews were conducted
each battalion.
term soldiers in these same units.
with cadre and first
Based on our previous research and prior contact with these
same unit•,
an effort was made to examine the ispact of the
on tue various human dimensions that are
rotation Olifecyole@
thought to contribute to the overall psychologSial readiness of
these units and to the military and general life satisfaction of
the soldiers and their famil7 members.
What VRAZR has been able
to observe has been the process leading up to the move, the move
itself,
and the initial settling in
period.
It must be
recognized that the original desired objective, cohesion based on
prolonged stability, will on].? be understood by continuing to
follow these same units (and families) in their new location.
The original Datalion Rotation plan is only at the half way
point.
These units
have' been organized,
stabilized, and
rotated.
The
observation.

most

Important

outoomes

await

our

continued

lindings to Date
An overview
It is important to view the Battalion Rotation effort as
more than the sisple event of eight battalions (soldiers, family
members, and assorted pets) moving from one side of the Atlantic
lach unit went through a unique
Ocean to the other side.
Lteoyoce.
They experienced a whole series of events that has
had an important impact on individual unit members,
on the
companies and batteries that make up each battalion, on the
sister battalions of the losing and gaining divisions,
and
11

finally on the military oommunities that have both given up and
gained these soldiers and their families as part of the rotation
process.

The rotation liteo9ole
The n.t -ormation orocess.
Battalion Rotation really began
in Late 198
hen the soldiers in four CONUS and four USARShR
battalions learned that 4heir units had been designated to
participate in a major At.•my exercise,
the movement of eight
entire battalions as part of a&COUS-USAREUR switch. While there
were HQDA ground rules for the personnel actions necessary to
form each of these units (primarily the distinction between a
COHORT fill
in CONUS and the assignment of an individual fill in
USAREUR),
there were
two situations
that became
especially
problematic.
Both involved the NCO cadre for these units.
One of the COBORT personnel guidelines developed by HQODA
required career soldiers to spend a HMINMUM of 18 tonths with a
battalioa before becoming eligible for a transfer to another
battalion.
There are very few administrative exceptions to this
18 month requirement.
During the period (typically 2 to 3
months) Just prior to the official establishment date for those
COHORT Battalions, a Lot of HCOs attempted to leave thi battalion.
before they were "looked-in.*
In addition, a number of units did not follow official Army
policy in reassigning NCO* and in a number of cases there were
dramatic differences even within the companies/batteries of the
same battalion.
Beo much inequity actually occured is impossible
to assess from the data available to VIRAR.
However,
the
perception of wide-spread inequity was a common theme in NCO
interviews.
During unit interviews it was not unusual to hear
stories of how a sergeant in one company was forced to sign a
Declaration Statement (which would bar. him from reenlistment)
while another NCO from the same battalion, if not the same
company, was abLe to transfer out of the battalion "because he
knew someone."
It is important to note that many NCO's who were
bitter about being coerced into the rotation were not objecting
to an overseas move, but rather were angry at *the systemn they
6e1t was treating them like a draftee and not a career soldier.
According to the admission of some senior leaders, the
period prior to Unit establishment also was an opportunity to
dump their poor NCOs.
When this oooured, It was often without
regard to the 48 month assignment criteria.
If the individuals
Ln question were seen by their peers and subordinates as poor
Performers, there was very little
concern expressed by other unit
members about these actions.
There were oases, however, where
the oommander's view that an NCO sould be dumped was not shared
and where KCOs and soldiers saw this as a sign of inequity and as
a confirmation of their own helplessness in a system out to
"screw" soldiers.
12

On thm positive side,
there were unit leaders
at- both
battalion and company levels who used the COBOATing of their
units and the planned rotation as a *recruitment* tool.
These
in talking to individual
leaders
became
personally
involved
Soldiers,
and in some oaser to their
family members,
about the
advantages of remaining a unit member.
Not only were many of
these efforts successful,
but the commander's public commitment
to the unit often had second order impact on other soldiers who
witnessod this expression of unit esprit by the commander and the
positive response by a fellow soldier.
The
second negative
impact
of
unit
formation
was
the
assignment of some CONUS based NCOs to the overseas battalions
scheduled
to rotate
back to COOUS.
Apparently,
a USARgUR
decision not to cause a "dufflebag drag" (moving a soldier rrom
one local unit to another)'for USAREUR soldiers resulted in some
NCOs being assigned to USAREOR faor periods of less than 18 months
(a~d
in
some oases ror periods less than 12 months).
There
appeared to be no other reason fo, some of these abbreviated
assignments.
There were some married NCOs who were allowed to
come to USAREOR on an aaoApanted status even though they would
not be able to complete a 36 month tour.
There wero other 5COs
who arrived in
OSARUOR thinking that they were there for a 36
month accompanied
tour only to rind out that their families
(awaiting in COMUS in temporary housing arrangements) would have
to be called and told that they could not come to Zurope at
government expense.
At the extreme, there was at least one NCO
who had sold his house at a partioulAr CONU3 installation
as part
of his relocation to a 0SAREUR assignment, only to arrive in
USARt0R and be told that he would be returning to the same COMUS
installation
in less than 12 'onths.
While the actual number of career soldiers who experitenoed
these rotation nsihtmares was small, the distribution was such
that everyone heard about them and the message was clear.
*The
Army
really
does not care about. the career soldier or his

family-,

As in the initial phases of company rotation, one of

the major effects of these negative personnel activities was to
mak*e the toerm
CONORTO the symbolic focus of everything construed
to be bad with the unit.
Rather
than being
pereeived
as a
pattern
of
Loading,
sustaining, and maintaining an Army unit, the term COHORT was
equated by some soldiers with "Corceable" reenlistment and bonus
Losses, deprivation of schooling, and slowed promotion for career
soldters.
NCOs who experienced these concerns often communicated
this set of negative perceptions to the more junior soldiers in

theLr units.
Movement en masse (as we described for company rotation)
amplifies the normal disabilities of bndivtdual rotation.
Zn
intts
where solders ware not initiall
well informed (and kept
informed),
unit members often perceived themselves as having the
publt:
status
of
"guinea
pigs,*
subjects
of
an
unohosen
13

experimeat, and victims ot a test designed to "demonstrate that
the Army can save a lot of money through unit movement."
This
led many soldiers (of all ranks) to reel that they were entitled
to speclal oonsiderations in the course of their move.
Them*
feelings were often heightened by the tact that the rotation was
commonly seen and handled as a special set of events with high
visibility. Thus it often generated great concern from the upper
echelons or major commands and the Army staff
and became the
focus of numerous It? unit violts.
Sustainment.
The central theme of the period from the unit
formation date until three to six months before rotation was
training.
For the CONUS units this was the period of preparing
for and oompleting the various phases of the unit coertifioation
process.
In some oases it meant participating in various large
scale exercises such as Reforger or zaking a trip
to the National
Training Center.
In other cases various constraints in training
resources made it
necessary for commanders to attempt to develop
unit level performance in the absence of these kinds of training
opportuntties.
In two of the four COMUS battalions this was also a period
of relative personnel stability which provided the opportunity
for the development of both horizontal and vertical relationships
within
the
companies
and
batteries
and
a
*battalion"
identification
among
unit
members.
The
other
two
COMUS.
battalions *continued to experience signifLant
amounts of both
external and internal personnel turbulence during the sustainment
period, particularly cadre turbulence.
For the four USAREJR battalions the sustianment period was
heavily
oriented
toward
company/battery
and
battalion
field
training.
Thus these soldiers experienced a large amount of
field time.
?or two of the battalions, the latter
part of this
;eriod
focused
on
modernization
during
vhio
they
spent
considerable hours, days, and weeks getting their old equipment
ready for turn-in.
The reward (although for some soldiers it
scarcely occured)
was the opportunity to field test the new
equipment.
The double-edged sword was the
fact that
these
soldiers knew that when they rotated back to the United States
tle? would give up their new (state of the art) equipment for
equipment that had been
in the Army's inventory for a long
tLie.
As one soldier described i:, "O will go from a new Trans.
An to % beat-up 57 Ch.evy."
Tho actual rotation.
About three months before the rotation
period, the move become a reality
to most soldiers.
Wefore that
time the battalion staffs,
and to a lesser degree the senior
company/battery
cadre,
were
already
caught
up
(or
better
described as tied down)
in all
!he nitty-gritty planning that
weli
into
the
clearing
and
movement
arrangements
for
this
operation.
9xcept for attending some meetings and filling out
Lots of paperwork, the reality
of moving occurred to the soldier
when triining stopped and life
ýegan to center around cleaning,
14L

inventory, and more cleaning. While most soldiers reported that
it was nLQe to get a break from field training, the aotual period
of standing down and the duties involved were extremely boring.
Considering the sise or the operation and the number or
things that could have gone wrong, most of the soldiers and
family members who traveled *to or from USARSUR reported that they
had the beat move of their careers (although we must reoognixe
that for many of the first-term soldiers this was their only real
move).
Individuals Who had experienoed a prior military move as
an individual or as an individual family, were generally very
pleased by the move itself.
There were numerous stories told of
unit members of various ranks (and their families) helping one
another during the movement process and during the periods
to many cases the tripimmediately before and after the trip.
itself became another shared experience that helped to build
especially
members),
(and
family
individuals
bonds
among
Lndividuals (and families) representing different ranks.
If there were any *favored' approach for the actual move (as
it pertained to those coming back to CONUS),
families seemed to
prefer the plan that brought everyone back to the now looation as
a group, helped per;pe get settled and then allowed individuals
to take leave.
This was in contrast to the method where everyone
vent on leave as soon as they arrived at the Zast Coast (Port of
gntry). then traveled to the new location on their own.
Their
preference was generally expressed in terms of having sufficient
time
to get settled
in at the new
location before duty
requirements began.
At this point,
it
is important to stress the distinction
between deployment and rotation.
It is reasoaabl&e to eapect a
deployed unit to be ready to move into an operational mode
immediately
upon
arrival
at
its
deployment
site.
These
battalions were not deployed.
The'r rotation was a peactetie,
group, permanent change of station move.
The only operational
expectation

reasonable

for

those

rotating

units

was

the

assumption that it would take less ti2e to settle a group than it
would to settle this same number of individuals if they had
arrived on their own from a host of separate locations.
It is
cleaor, especially in at least one of the MSARZUR locations, that
unrealistiQ operational expectations were present And that these
ex~ectatLons oreated an unnessary hardship on families and had a
negative effect on unit morale.
The
these

seoti

soldiers

a-In

proegss.

and

families

WRAIR's
occurred

follow-up
just

after

Contact
the

with

actual

rotation.
For this reason,
it
is only possible to speculate
sbout the settling-In process and the future.
Dosed on the
generally
positive
moves
and
our
initial
observations
of
Indivtdual and group behavior, we expect that aost of these units
and their individual soldiers and family members will do very
well in their new communities.
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Two observations support our optimism.
First,
every unit
(at both battalion and company levels) began lire
at their
new
slte
by moving things around,
painting, putting up partitions
e*t., all
to the name of making the new location "their own."
While soldiers (and some leaders) typically complained that the
buildings they received were "trash" and needed lots of repair
and cleaning up,
in moat oases the facilities were generally
saiilar to what they had given up.
The fuss they made and all
their
efising
up"
activity
seemed
to
be
related
to
the
their perceived loss and
pSycholoSical process of protesting
recreating their old existance at the new location.
These are
normal, expected, and quite appropriate behaviors.
The
second positive observation was the common command
recognition of
the
importance
of
initiating
field training
activities
once
the
resettling had
taken
place.
The
time
required to resettle
families Was
typically governed by the
availability of housing at the individual
locations.
Most
soldiers were actively looking forward to ýhe opportunity to
return to field training.
This was true even in units that had
returned from QSARKVR having giien up new vehicles for equipment
that was either of an older vintage and/or had seen considerable
use and required substantial maintenance.
A source of hostility.
LLce previous company and battation
rotations WRAIR has studied, the rot•tion to U5ARZUR was the most
liiely
site
for
units
to
experience
problems
in
their
relationships
with
the wider communities
in which they had
settled.
This seems to be the result of the phys-iaally smaller
communities in USARZUR,
and the greater social and psychological
impact that result from the arrival of an entire unit. Thus, any
and all problems and any negative incidents that cacurred were
used
by the
receiving community to characterize
the entire
battalion rather than being attributed solely to the subsection
or Lndiv•duals involved.
Zn USARSUR
the dore of community hositility also often
centered (as In the past) on the issue of perceived "special
treatment," primarily the allocation of military housing.
For
example,
the allocation of blocs of housing (of a one-to-one
housing unit exchange
between the COKIS and OCONUS rotating
units)
was seen as unfair and as a violation of the "normal
queuing rules"( *.g.,
time in country on the local List).
Zn
this situation rotation was not seen by members of the community
as an exchange of units with all
of their appended equipment,
intitlements,
and facilities
but rather it was viewed as an
influx of "new"
soldiers and families who unfairly displaced
those
waiting
for
houinLg.
As
noted
in
WRAIR's
earlier
observations of company rotation to GSAREUR,
most soldiers and
their family members perceive all
entitlements and benefits as
Lidividually based and not relevant to the unit.
For this view
to change, considerable public education has to take ;lace.

A problem observed in one unit
A aomaunications oroblem.
battalion
normal
the
reconstructing
in
difficulty
the
was
What the battalion X0
communication system after the rotation.
had viewed as a well organized and highly etteortve acd Stable
pathways
the
communication
(keyed
to
system
informational
himself and the company XOs)
was seen as
established betwooe
For
ruptured when he (the XO) led the advanced party overseas.

the X0 the result was the development of & series of alternative
pathwiys keyed to the 33 and the other battalion
who remained behind in the main body.

staff

members.

Following the rotation, the X0 felt that it took much longer
than he expeoted to reestablish stable patterns of oommunioation
between himself and the other members or the battalion staff.
Alternate channels
of communication continued to operate and
bypass the reestablished normal channels.
information seased to
be passed at its prior level and there was more informational
with
ever
experienced
had
bAttalion
the
than
confusion
corresponding effects an organizational morale.
It required a
major effort by the battalion X0 and others to begin to restore
effective communioation and Information nets - an effort that was
still not completed 3 months after rotation.
Unfortunately, the
timing of our unit visits did not allow the opportunity to assess
whether this was a problem li1i1ed to this battalion or whether
it was a more systemic difficulty.
Force modernization issues.
As mentioned earlier,
force
modernization also had a powerful impact on some of the rotating
units.
While the initial transition to the M2-ZV (Bra4ley) was
gree*ted with enthusiasm,
the M2-ZFV
has,
for many soldiers,
become a symbol of their loss of status ts infantrymen.
Many
RCOs and soldiers in these Bradley units see a shift in training
with a now focus on the skills
of the vehicle commander,
driver,
and gunner and little conoern for the developtent of their skills
as Les Infantrymen.
A significant number of soldiers in the
dismount squads have developed concerns about their own soldier
skills and tactical abilities.
"?his experience has lowered
morale
In these
units
and,
in some cases,
It has lessened
soldiers'
trust
In
A leadership
that
is sometimes
seeon
as
"thinking that the Bradley is a tank and using It like one rather
than as an infantry %rack...
MZ..-V tralning Is compared unfavorably by soldiers (from a
Leg Point oa view) with M-113 Armored Personnel Carrier based
mechanized
traiing,.
There Is also a la.k of comfort With
unfamiliar and evolving Bradley doctrine.
Whether or not time
and more traLning will alter
these perceptions is unknown.
At
this point in time, a significant number of soldiers talk about
riquesting leg (118)
divisions for their next tours of duty.
As
many put It: "There
is no skill,
challenge,
or adventure
in
sleeping (or just riding around) in the back of a Bradley.*
Some

future

issues.

There

were two concerns which surfaced
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in the units that returned to CONUS,

both Involving the future of

those units.
The first
was a general misunderstanding of Unit
Many Individuals, inoluding
Manning 3ystem personnel polioies.
Sme, commandere and a number of
eCOs, did aot realise that the
current assignment policy still
required a 18 month battalion
asiLSnment.
The comaon aisooaneption was that the COHORT rules
only required them to stay in the battlion for six months after
the rotation, then they would be eligible to request some type ot
transfer
Although moat of the NCOs interviewed would probably
not want to move after this six month period, the notion that
they are again Olooked-InO was already provoking the same kind of
negative
reelings that prevailed when NCOs learned that they
could not esoape the rotation without signing a deolaration
statement barring them from reenlistment.
The other concern relates to a period yet to oome, the point
of twelve to fifteen months after
the rotation when it
will be
to reload
first
term soldiers into these units to
necessary
replace
soldiers
ending
t eir
initial
enlistments.
When
Interviewed, unit leaders did not know and/or understand the
Army's plan for unit reload and more importantly, most of thoese
oommanders
were
not
looking
toward
the
concept
of
group
replacement.
For then, a reload simply Lnvolves getting new
soldiers and placing them where they are needed (the conoept of a
soldier &s. an interchangable cog In a machine).
The principles
of group replacement and developing new cadre trom below were
less prevalent and somtLames massing altogether as one moved from
the battalion commander down through the chain of command.
An Important

*non-event"

By
the
tise
the
Individual
battalion
rotations
were
accomplished, there was a common perception from the highest to
the lowest levels of command that what had ocoured was a noneve t.
This attitude
was based on the perceived belief that the
Army's leadership had already concluded that a battalion rotation
program was unsustainable and that any nction of future battalion
eotations had been abandoned.
While it may not be possible (or
desirable) to develop a battalion rotation program to support
wartime requirements,
it
is not true that such rotations are
over.
In fact the opposite is true.
The Army has and probably
will
always have a need to move large organizations to other
parts of the world.
For example,
In order to meest strategic
plans for the defense of northern Europe,
two battalions will
exchange places next year (an Armor unit will relocate to 0SARZUR
and a Mechanized Infantry battalion will
return to the Onited
States).
These moves -€ilL be followed by the rotation of Apache

ba:taltons to USARCUR.

Based upon these realittes, what occurred this summer was an
Important opportunity to learn how to efficiently and effecti7ely
move Large units (and associated family members).
With this in
%ind,
it
is
critical
that
SQDA
Lnsure
that
all
relevent
"information pertaining to this summer's rotations be gathered in
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one place and that a small group of knowledgeable staff officers
prepare an historical document that a&* be used as a planning
Vith such a documeat in
guide for any future larg unit move.
mind, two observations are noted.
Who t-akes th

lea

An interesting organiaational observation from the Rattalnga
Rotation ezercisse was the lack of consisteeny from RQDA throeigh
and ODVIsLona involved, as to the staff
the MACOHs,
Corps,
activity that had the Lead in carrying out this massion. During
there was also a
implementation period,
the
planning and
continual coming and going of key planners and program operators
at every level from EQOA down.
that those
it
is
apparent
Based on our observations,
commands that viewed this action as an 'operational mission,* and
thus assiSned primary .staff responsibility to the 0-3 staff
community, were the most sucoessful i* effectively carrying out
not to deny that Many of the Best
?his is
the rotation.
complicated and difficult issues wore in the personnel arena. ,It
simply suggests that this was an operational aission and that the
of a
always
units
were
of
these
for
all
issues
core
The higher tie command involved, the
training/mission nature.
in the
more likely that the critical decision issues yre
Like any other mission, having a stable
operational arena.
leader and stafr handling the operation contributed significantly
t@ the quality of the Outcome.
payein

the *roce

Rotating a battalion in or out of a military community is an
To 4o it and to do it well takes time and
expensive action.
Zt is aot done
energy and a substantial expenditure of funds.
it
comes *out of the hide* of a unit or a military
well if
the move
community.
Without suppleomental staff and dollars,
suffers and more importantly, the normal operation of a unit and
These "unfunded*
costs and associated
a community suffer.
decrements in individual performance and attitude were comon

experiences
Involved in

in

almost

all

the

battalions

and

the

communities

losing and gaining these units.

is Important that the
1n planning a future rotation, it
operation include sufficient resoureing to insure success without
the
organizations
operation
of
the
normal
jeopardizing
involved.
In most cases the personnel resouraing needed to
relatively
is
simple
and
the
planning
actions
e*rect
For example, if each of the rotating battalions had.
inezpensive.
been given one senior NCO and a civilian clerk (temporary hire)
with a personal computer (and the necessary software) to handle
the administrative aspects of the movement plan, we would have
sLgntfLcaatly enhanced the rotation planning process and we would
the benefit
of a full time
have allowed these battalions
battalion exeautive officer.
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Zn moet
cases,
the
battalion executive
(and
often the
commander) became so tied down with personnel issues associated
with the rotation that other battalion operations suffered (and
at the 3-1 position in
The lack of stability
so did the XOu).
The typioal
most of these battations only worsened this problem.
tenure for the 3-1 in these units was less than six months,
hardly the kind of stability that would allow them to become and
The PAC was by far
remain the focal point for rotation planning.
and away the most stressed and disrupted organization in most
battalions with several psychological stress casualties reported.

officers were
At division and corps levels, specific staff
The major difficulty
designated to coordinate rotation actions.
at these levels was the continual reassignment of individuals.
The lack of continuity in key positions at senior commands was a
continual problem that plagued rotation planning.
The
requirement
for outprocessing,
clearing, and moving
anprocessing and
departing units and (often at the same time)
settling new units represented another situation where necessary
always
present.
These
actions
did
take
assets
were
not
extraordinary efforts
and expenses.
Typically they were carried
out without any increase in people or money.
The human and
dollar costs were 'eaten" by these communities at the expense of
other
community
residents.
These were critically important
issues in USAREUR.
Develootn

stable

units and enhanoins coheslon

it
Is
important
to
recognize
that
some
CO:HORT units
experienced oonsiderable Lnternal and external turbuleince before,
during, and immediately
following the
rotation period.
The
stability
we normally assoiante
with the COHORT concept
was
oampromised by the personnel movements required by the OCOMUS
rotation and the changes necessitated by the Force Modernization
actions that took place before and immediately following the
rotation.
Unexpeoted was the degree of internal .turbulence in
CONUS and USAREUR caused by the significant leadership changes
that took place prior to the rotation.
Most of these changes
seemed to be in violation of stated SQDA policies and were in
direct
conflict
with
the
intended
spirit
of
the
RQDA
guidelines.
For example one battalion commander changed his
company commanders and first sergeants at the time of rotation
Inorder "to 1eep the brigade and division from ripping us off as
soon as we arrived." A number of battalion commanders did not
believe
that
their senior
commanders
(and
the
brigade
and
dLitsion senior staffs)
would honor the RQDA stabilization
policy
for the "lock-in" period after
rotation.
for the soldiers in
battalions that experienced leadership turbulence just before or
aftar
rotation,
the
unexpected
change-in-oommand
was
"Just
another example of why they shouldn't trust
their (the Army's)
promises."
They had
been
led to believe
that they were in
"stabilized" un~ts.
As soon as they moved,
Leadership changes
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took place that they did not expect, and did aot understand.
While
it
is
Impossible
to
create
absolute
stability
(especially when you are trying to do two or three actions at th*e
sane time),
it is possible to develop relatively stable units.
Over the twelve to eighteen months leading to .the rotation, a
number of companies, and at least one entire batta•oan, was able
*to develop considerable stability at the level of platoon and
below.
These soldiers and their leaders went through a number of
shared experiences: field training exercises, preparing equipment
for turn-in (as part of both Force Modernization and rotatian),
and drawing and fielding new equipment (again, as part of both
Force Modernization and rotation).
These
soldiers shared,
with each other and with their
immediate leaders, the aotnaal experience of a group move.
Taken
tosether, these events served to
enhance the psychological
ideztification of' these soldiers with each other and with their
Immediate leaders.
These same soldiers expressed a strong
preference for remaianig together should there ever be a combat
requirement and a belief that together their unit would be
successful tn combat.
Zen In the few oases (and they were
really very few) where soldiers expressed animosity towards other
group members or their immediate leaders, these same soldiers
expressed a prefereoe for remaining in
.
theirO unit versus going
to another unit should combat occur.
As a general observation,
the more stable the group (to
include their immediate leaders)
the more. confidence group
members expressed in their own soldier skills, the greater their
trust in their peers, and the more they expressed covfidence in
their leaders.
tn at least one battalion, this stibility and
eorresponding trust extended to the level of overt bonding among
pLatoons in the same companies (e.g.,
talk of help extended
between platoons as part of the Faroe Modernization efforts to
include sharing of tools, parts, and specLalized knowledge.
This
was done tn a way that conveyed genuiae interest and aoneern
among the various members of thoese platoons).
However, it must be oontinually emphasised that the major
forces InvoLved in the creation and maintenanoe or that vertical
cohesion, which Is so important to the sustainment of the group
Ln combat, are those ferces involved in the long term pattern of
relat.onshLps betveen leaders and soldiers.
As previous and
"current WRAZR research has demonstrated,. neither stabilization
nor any set ot' discrete events or manipulwtions of events will
create
vertical cohesion in an organizacional climate where
Leaders behave unpredictably and arbitrarily or where Leaders
evidenoe ueither concern nor respect eor their soldiers. In units
where soldiers distrust their Leaders, charges of oareerism and
fAvorit.sM are eade, and the soldier considers his familial and
personal needs li.valued by his Leaders.
A fair proportion of
the boesat effects of the CONORT system can be undone.•by the leader
who constantly addresses his unit Ln terms of "You people" and
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"your aationsw instead of "we mnd "our" actions.
Sunmary
gattalion Rotation, despite all the problems noted,
ags a
sucoess.
With sore exceptions stable uanit
(company level and
below) were formed.
The shared experienoes of normal t•in•Ing,
Foree Modernisation (primarily equipment chansoe),
and rotation
all contributed to enhanced teamwork and Interpersonal bonding
among the soldiers t
these anitse.
Most Impressive was the
teamwork and bonding among leaders where stability was achieved
from the
level of battalion oommander
(through
the staff
positions) to company/battery. platoon sergeant levels.
A large
part of the success aohieved in the Force Modernization and the
rotation mission was a result of the cohesion developed among the
unit leadership in these COHOR? battalions.
The battalion rotation exercise demonstrated that the Army
can rotate. battalions. To be successful a unit rotation needs to
be viewed as a mission.
It requires an operations order and
someone to be in charge to insure that at least the spirit of the
order is followed.
Resources (people,
equipeent,
and funds)
necessary roe oeopletins the various parts of the mission have to
be provided to. those who need the2.
Finally, the parti•ipants
need to understand the nature and purpose of the mission,
including the concept of the order, so that they can adequately
carry it out.
Zn a number of these aspects we can do better the
next tinm we move a large group.
Does the COHORTing or a battalion (and its rotation)
cohesion beyond what is gained in a acopany/batt•ery
effort? At the level of the soldier, probably not. What
provide,
is
an
enhanced
level
of
knowledge
and
identification among the cadre that crosses the boundaries
companies that compose the battalion.

enhance
level
it does
common
of the

There were some very important gains, as noted by several
battalion commanders,
an terms of the stsbilisation or company
level leaders and the battaLion staff.
These included greater
cohesiveness

of

the

battalion

staff

and

a greater

cohesiveness

and knowledge or, and therefore predictability of, the behavior
and performance capacities of oompany/battery level leaders.
As
one battalion commander put it, 01 have a knowledge of my
oommanders'
personalities and of the personalities they have
areated for their units that Z have never had before in my
career.
! know at this point, if Z am attacking into the unknown
to
send
unLi
t.
They
will explott
the
terrain,
move
methodically, and never stumble or dash into a fire sack.
I
would keep unit T as my reserve knowing that their unit
personaltty is such that they would move out like a bullet and
bowl over anythLng in their way and get to where they have to get
4s quickly as possible ....
Again, it was observed in this
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I

I

conQtXt that,

"Ue know each other

no well that we can keep our

radio traffio down to the bare bones.

They didn't know how to

deal with us at KTC because we barely needed to talk--Just Sive

map coordinates,..*
really a
Does Battalion rotation cost too much? This is
The current battalion rotation ezercLse
function of the plan.
was very expensive.
Much. of the costs. were associated with the
typeos of pians developed.
The most critical costs, however, were
not the dollars expended but the costs incurred in lost training
time
and
the
corresponding
impact
on
individual
and
organixational combat readiness.
Blaed on our interview data,
the costs in these areas vore substantial.
Could some of these
Issues have been handled differently?
Boaed on our interviews

with both soldiers and leaders, the answer Is yes.
The t4sks of
evaluating these coests and specifying alternative methods are
beyond WRAIN's abilities but are clearly issues which warrant
NQPA concern and attention.
Now that the rotations have been completed eaoh of those
units have entered Into a new phase or the original plan.
They
are in tie sustained training and operations phase that vill
eventually be followed by a reloading period.
It is important
that RQDA continue to follow these units and their progress at
least through the reload process.
Without a look at the osploete
picture, we will never appreciate the full value and/or costs of
the Battalion Rotation effort.
The way in which the reload
process Ia handled and the patterns for inoorporatiag the reload
groups into the unit can either undo the positive COlOR? effects
or build upon them.
1n the process of examining this phase, it
is critical that we come to understand how a self sustaining,
cohesive, and -high performance unit culture can be transmitted
and
Saintained
as
a unit
goes
through
the
process
of
incorporating nov members.
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Abstract
This study examined the effects on the military
oommunity' of rotating entire battalions between CONUS
sites.
All eight rotating battalions were included,
six designated "comparison"
battalions.
Data were
through interviews oonducted approximately six months
months

prior,

and

four

months

after

the

rotations

family and

and OCOMUS
along with
collected
prior, two

took place.

Included
in
the
interviews
Were
commanders,
cadre,
representatives
of
community
support
agencies,
and
family
members.
Interviews were semi-structured and open ended In order
to provide respondents the opportunity to discuss issues which
were Important to them.
Responses were organized into four areas
for presentation.
These were Information dissemination, wives
groups, morale, and community effects.
Information dissemination:
Many gives (and soldiers) lacked
knowledge and understanding of the purpose of the batali•on
rotation program.
This was due to the lack of adequate publicity
at
the community and major
unit level.
Most
battalions
instituted techniques to disseminate information to unit wives.
The most successful of these relied on company level organization'
for managing the process.
A major shortfall was the lack of
sharing of plans, problems and solutions across divisions.
Vives groups:
Each battalion recognized the value of having
orgaized wives groups to help wives support one another.
With
one exception, they were only effective in those battalions which
were rotating, probably because they had a clear Omisslonw
(helping with the unit rotation). Across all units, wives groups
were most effective when they were organized at the company
level,
included wives of all soldier ranks,
and had active
support from small unit leaders.
Morale:
Morale of wives in the rotating battalions was
.generally high, and most greatly appreciated being part of the
battalion move.
tn two communities, a widespread belief that the
arriving battalions
reoeived
preferential
treatment
led to
resentment and anger tn the comparison battalion and the larger
community.
Preferential
treatment for any group should be
avoided.
Community issues:
Each community evolved a comprehensive
and reasonable plan to support the battalion .rotation program.
There. was no effective sharing of these plans among the affected
communities.
Community and installaion 'communication media
should have been more widely used to disseminate information
about the battalion rotatlon, and liait the perception of special
treatment as discussed above.
The report concludes with a series of
procedures to enhance fjature unit rotations.
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Introduction
Associated with the Implementation of the Unit Manning
System
(UVS)
is a program of rotating entire battalions,
between COVUS and OCONUS locations.
inoluding family members,
This study was designed to describe the effects of the battalion
rotation program on the military family and oommunity.
The movement of intact families with units has the potential
of considerably enhancing the support and vell being of spouses
and soldiers during a period normally associated with high
stress.
This potential was formally recognised in a White Paper
(1983) titled "The Army Family:"
Our, policies
must recoSnize
that
soldiers
cannot
perform effioLentLy while distracted by overwhelming
family conoerns....tn short,
we do not ditract from
organizational productivity supporting Army families;
rather, taking care of our families enhances both
readiness and retention (Army Chief of Stafr,
1983).
A "sense
of community"
can contribute
importantly to
psychological readiness.
Soldiers who are aonfident that their
wives could Set help from within the community eliminate one
important worry during field exercises..
Wives who feel confident
of such help also give greater support to their husband's
absence.
At the same time, the rotation of an entire battalion into
or out of a community has the potential to disrupt the support
the soldier and his family receive from the unit and the
rurtheruore, the ability of the community support
community.
agencies to respond to both ordinary and extraordinary needs of
families may be overburdened by the large number of people
leaving and. entering the military community during a battalion
rotation.
Community support for the family can be mitigated if
the rotating battalion is not integrated into the community. For
example, previous work with company rotation (WRAIN TUC1 R3?ORT
#1) demonstrated that a
owe-th*ey• attitude developed due to the
perception of' favoritism for COlORT families.
As a result,
COHORT families were treated as "outsiders" following rotation
into the community.
Feelings of isolati•o
and resentment
experienced by these COHORT families can be detrimental to the
development of soctal supports and a sense of community, both of
which are important.attributes of psychological readiness.
Methodology
A total of 14 battalions were studied,
rotated (four battalions assigned to CONUS posts
battalLons OCONUS)
by exchanging places of
addition, six of these eight rotating battalions
co-located "comparison" battalion which did not
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eight of which
and four similar
assignment.
In
had a designated
move.
Under the

battalion rotation concept,
soldiers were stabilized in their
units for about 36 months (the 12-18 months period prior to the
rotation, and an 18 months period after
rotation).
Generally,
soldiers in the stabilized battalions (popularly referred to as
"COHORT"
battalions) with enough time remaining in service to
oomplet,
an overseas
tour were
required
to remain
in
the
battalion.
Soldiers who desired to bring their wives overseas
had to extend their enlistment to meet the 36 month requirement
for accompanied tours.
Additional'soldiers were assigned to the
battalions to ensure that they would rotate with stabilized
soldiers at close to 100 percent strength.
Data
concerning
the. impact
of battalion
rotation
were
collected from three sources.
1) interviews of representatives
from Sarrison agencies (DPCA,
ACS, Bousing, Transportation, etc.)
which are set up to serve the needs of soldiers and their
families, 2) discussions with unit cadre (company through corps)
who were involved with the movement, and 3) individual and group
interviews conducted with wives of soldiers in the 14 battalions.
Interviews were conducted using a seami-structured
format.
They were conducted individually or in groups ranging up to eight
in size.
Participants were chosen by the companies in
each
battalion.
The total number of interviewees was about 425.
In
order 'to, encourage
freedom
of
expression;
interviews
were
conducted separately 'for officers' wives, SCOs' wives, and wives
of tower enlisted (E-4 and below).
Interviews were completed
One was conducted six to eight
Two was conducted one to two
Phase Three was conducted about

during three study phases.
Phase
months prior to deployment, Phase
months prior to deployment,
and
three months after deployment.

Results and Discussion:
Results
are
organized
into
four
content
areas:
1)
information
dissemination,
2)
structure
of wives
groups,
3)
morale, and 4) community effects.
These content areas captured
the critical
issues as raised by spouses, military leaders, and
other community members.
Each topic will be discussed as it
appeared during each of the three phases.
Unless otherwise
indicated, the informatton presented applies to both rotating and
non-rotating battalions.
To help
ensure unit anonymity,
we
generally avoid referring to locations of the battalions.
tnformation Dissjmination:
This, area is discussed first
because it
is closely tied to
all aspects
of the move.
As such,
it
represents both the
solution to a number of problems and the cause of others.
Under
the typical individuaL replacement system, soldiers and families
receive do more than four months advance notice for an overseas
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move.
Nowever,
spouses
were
included
in
the
information
dissemination
process
early
in
the
planning
for
battalion
rotation.
Most know as long as 12 months prior to the rotation
that the unit would rotate overseas,
and they would accompany
their husbands.
Wives and soldiers were pleased-taat they could
and would travel together.
While this advanced information could
be regarded as a benefit, at the time of the Phase One interviews
there was considerable uncertainty and anxiety among the wives
bout what would happace
taoh of the rotating battalions had an
catve program for i forming wives about these events.
This
included use of fliei~s and newsletters,
mostly delivered via
their
husbands.
Unfortunately,
frequent
changes
in
plans
undermined these efforts.
These changes often reflected the fact
that the Army was still
in the process of making major decisions
related to the move (e.g., could pets De shipped on MAC flights,
could military busses be used to assist
soldiers s1ipping cars,
etc.).
Information d1sse3Mnation at the time of Phase One proved
to be a mixed blessing.
The uncertainty was not limited to wives.
Among enlisted
cadre,
there were complaints
that the OCOHORT"
system would
irrevocably look them into their
units,
and prevent military
school attendance,
opportunities for assignment elsewhere,
and
even promotion.
This was a COHORT rather than unit rotation
issue.
It illustrates
the point t-at we found very lkttle
knowledge among cadre or families of any unit concerning the
purposes of COHORT or battalion rotation.
At Phase Two,
in spite of the considerable effort expended
to establish communication with wives, a number still complained
about lack of Information. from and contact. with the Army.
Evsn
though
battalion
wide
meetings
had
been
conducted,
and
newsletters were sent to each wife (usually via their
husbands)
many women complained that they did not know exactly when they
were going (iAformation which was in the newsletters).
We do not
believe that communities,
units or wives groups can be faulted
for this.
We attended a number of information meetings conducted
for company sized units,
and have studied the documents which
were prepared by each battalion for the wives.
The information
was usually timely and accurate.
We did, however,
find that
battalion
wide meetings
make an
especially
poor
forum
for
information dissemination due to poor acoustics, ambi•ent noise,
and the lack of opportunity for personal involvement.
The information dissemination problem is
chiefly due to
other causes.
The Army is not organized to support efforts on
the
part
of
the
unit
to keep
In touch with
and
provide
information to families.
We have spent a considerable amount of
tige working with the o.ommanders and wives who organized such
e0forts along with the NCOs who were responsible for actually
compiling
and
recording
names
and
addresses.
The
living
arrangements of the married "lower enlisted population (the one
which is frequently the most difficult and yet most important to
reach) are far more fluid than those of older persons.
A wife
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will frequently leave the area for weeks or even months during
periods of heavy field duty.
Intire
households are saved to be
nearer friends or to save a few dollars per Month in
rent.
Maintaining accurate rosters of names and numbers is a difficult
and time-consuming task.
Monitoring and updating mail list&
takes hours each time it
is
attempted.
Computer support and
programs to support mail list management do not usually exist
making updates diffioult.
Zt is likely
that members of a wives
group could keep the lists
up-to-date oa their own; this would
require some quality time (and considerabe cooperation) with the
personnel NCO and probably the first
sergeant.
This can best be
accomplished at company (rather than battalion) level.
Access to
duplicatiag machines
is,
and franking privileges are,
uneven
across divisions.
Finally, externally forced changes in plans
make
information
dissemination
especially
difficult.
Unit
commanders are almost always sincere in their desire and eaforts
to get timely and accurate information to wives.
But as one NCO
wife said, "1 got a call from the commander - he said,
'you
didn't
put that out already, did you?'
The plans had already
been changed."
go
battalion
(or
miLitary
community)
has
established
provisions to assist or maintain contact with spouses who choose
not to rotate with the battalion, or spouses who have temporarily
moved away.
Such wives remain a concern for the soldiers and in
many cases will be a part of the "military community" in the
future.
Maintaining contact with these wives would be a cost
effective way
of helping
to
ensure
the
future
success
of
organizing efforts.
The non-ritating (comparison)
battalions suffered from the
same
difficulties
with information
d1ssemination,
with some
additional effects.
The most important of these is the higher
turnover
which affects
Most
military
units.
This
greatly
increases the difficulty
of maintaining adequate mailing lists.
Wives Groups
At Phase One each battalion had a formally constituted
ofLaeers'
wives group.
These remained fairly
constant for all
battalions throughout the study, with groups in
the rotating
battalions
maintainiag a continued
high level of activity.
Among rotating battalions several companies had wives groups,
comprising
officer
and NCO wives.
Attendance
by wives
of
enlisted soldiers was acypical at that time.
Most of the wives
groups had been recently formed and depended on wives of company
level, leadership for their organization.
During Phase One, one
battalion had a monthly meeting for enlisted and NCO wives, which
was sponsored by a First Sergeant's wife.
The primary function
ot these groups was apparently to provide Information to other
wives.
The anticipated
battalion movesent
provided a good
organizing theme which served to get the attention of many
residents.
Their effectiveness seemed to depend on the vigor
with which the battalion commander,
his executive officer, and
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their wives pursued the goal of information dissemination.
Zn
all but one case considerable effort was made.
Zn the absence of
an organizing theme such as rotation overseas, interest in wives
groups or Information chalns was much lower in non-rotatLng
battalions.
Organising these groups always involved a number of officer
wives, and generally did not include enlisted wives except for
first sergeant's wives.
The exclusion was not necessartly
purposeful--offiLer
wives claimed Othe meetings are open to
everyone,* although the enlisted wives claimed meetings were only
for

officer

wives,

or

that

they

did

not

know

about

the

meetings.
The rank differences of their husbands appeared to
serve as powerful barriers to cooperation and communication.
These
differences
were
often
reinforced
in
the
everyday
conversation of the soldiers, is well as in negative beliefs
about
*fraternization*
on
the
part
of
the
spouses.
"PraternizatLon', the Idea that wives of junior soldiers should
not associate with wives of higher raniing Individuals, was often
given as a reason for not associating with other wives or the
wives groups.
We frequintly found frustration expressed by these
leaders and their wives because of the lack of Interest in
attendance by enlisted wives in these organizations.
At the same
time, few wives (or military leaders) had formal training in
sanaging voluntary
groups (e.g.,
Identifying and organizing
volunteers,
Leading volunteers, conflict management, etc.).
We
did identify a dumber oa women with experience working with and
leading such groups (PTA, Girl Scouts, etc.).
Bowever, the large
majority with whom we spoke had neither training nor experience,
and reported that such training would be useful to them.
The major shortcoming oa
these groups was their general
failure to adequately identity, moatvate and utilise wives with
special skills or knowledge; e.g., those who had been assigned to
the new community on a previous tour.
Our interviews discovered,
for example, German-born wives who reported that they would enjoy
helping with language training, and others who had been assigned
to the community to which the battalion was rotating.
Others
reported experience with wtves groups.
Zn some eases wives had
to be aggressive in their pursuit of volunteering.

*

Among non-rotat•ng
battalions,
command Interest in wives
groups was frequently low (excepting officers' wives groups),
although
one
battalion
had
an
exceptionally
strong
wives
organization. That was the only non-rotating battalion which was
actively involved in organizing all enlisted wives and which
possessed accurate mailiLng lists for the wives.
At the time of
Phase One data collection, there was Little knowledge and no
ooncern expressed on the part of these wives about possible
effects on them due to battalion rotation.
At Phase Two, in the rotating battalLons, wives groups had
been In operation for at least eight months and all had expended
great effort in getting information to the families in the
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fact,
doing everything they could
in
They werep
battalions.
This inoluded meetings
think of to get information to the wives.
and information
conducted by company groups, sending out fliers
and personal
(one battalion sent out one per month),
letters
The structure of the groups usually followed
telephone oalls.
for organization
with responsibility
battalion,
of the
that
resting with the commander and his wife, with and contributions
Zxoept for groups organized at
from the remaining officer staff.
the company level, few of the formally constituted wives groups
By this time, the "family
included wives or enlisted soldiers.
support groqp" (PSG)
concept had been generally popularized and
When present, they
at several posts.
actually institutionalized
usually with additionaL
were organized around the battalion,
company groups each of which had representatives at the battalion
b major obstacle to getting many wives to the meetings
meetings.
finding or affording adequate child care
was their difficulty
services and facilities.

By

Phase

Three,

the

numbers

of

individuals

(wives

of

enlisted and VCOs) who reported that they were not members of any
and who did not know about any such groups,
formal wives group
Most
(about 40% of our interviewees) continued to be surprising.
was an NCO or officer
enlisted wives expressed the idea that it
wives'
prerogatLve or responsibility to organize and set up such
On the other hand, about half of these
groups and functions.
reported being part of informal groups of wives which were orten
These groups were
but not always organized around the company.
usually organized by one or more women who were simply interested
They involved wives of
in doing things with other unit wives.
frequently have only one or two
all
soldier ranks (companies
married officers).
When wives groups were supported by the company leadership,
mutual
support
effective
in enhancing
they were
especially
networks among the wives and engendering positive feelings about
the unit.
Support from company leadership included assisting
had time with the
ensuring- representatives
with duplication,
first
sergeant to obtain training schedules and names of new
providing meeting rooms, advertising wives
soldiers and wives,
Members of such groups always reported
meetings and activities.
numbers of examples
of how they helped each other and how
On the enlisted
important such help and their friends were.
side, the perception that the unit cares about them (expressed
through newsletters and at least one personal phone call) was as
for ensuring that the wife had a positive attitude
important
about the unit and the Army as joining a formal wives group.
Some described other informal groups which were not related to
the Army (e.g., wives around where they lived, church groups,
effective
in
providing
were
also
especially
etc.)
which
Following return to CONDS, many women
friendship and support.
expecte4 that it would be more difficult to get together because
However, some of the company level
they were more spread out.
wives groups which had functioned closely In OCOIUS had already
held meetings in the States.
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In 11 of the I4 battalions,
senior leaders reported that
either they or their wives were responsible to ensure that
enlisted wives were organized.
Zn spite of this formal emphasis
on organizing wives, few of the offioers' wives in about half the
Host
battalions were aware of how enlisted wives were organized.
presumed that the senior NCO's wives arranged or guided suoh
among
ooordination
organization.
We found generally little
officer, NCO and enlisted wives, the exception to this occurring
among those wives involved at the company level.
Fraternization continued to be reported in some units as a
It is not clear to
reason for not associating with other wives.
us whether this was- used as an
excuse
for failing to get
together, whether husbands feared negative consequences (as some
represents a statement of discomfort
wives reported), whether it
with perceived class differences, or whether these Wives actually
At any rate, there
believed such socialization to be illegal.
often seemed to be strong sanctions against mixing of wives
across ranks of their
husbands.
These barriers were noticeably
absent when groups of wives organized within the platoon or
company or outside of the formal wives group structure.
Morale Issues
At the time of the Phase One interviews, most wives we spoke
with had
heard
that
bhey
would
be moving as part of
the
battalion.
Still,
a number did not know that they were going,
and a few indicated that their husbands had not made a final
decision to transfer overseas (even though they probably had no
choice).
One concern oa these wives at the time was the impact
of battalion rotation on their husband's career.
Hany believed
that they would be "locked in* to a unit with limited chances for
promotion
(again,
this
is
a COHORT issue).
Also,
In some
battalions soldiers who declined to remain with the battalion had
to sign a bar to reo-enlistment.
Two

major

specifically
*perceived

morale

related

issues

to

meaningfulness

of his work hours."

raised

by

wives

were

battalion

rotation.

These

of husband's

duty" and

"predictability

Wives will support long hours,

not

were

but only when

they believe that soldiers' time is well spent.
Many complained
that their husbands were attending to "busy work" during parts of
the duty day, and then must wait around at the end of the duty
day for a formation which only tells
them what time to report the
next day.
In many units soldiers were held late for arbitrary
reasons;
this was often coupled with resistance to allowing
soldiers to call home to explain that they would be late.
Most
wives
genuinely
looked
forward
to
the
battalion
moves.
They r•ported that they expected to be vell
oared for by
the Army, the unit, and especially by other wives.
Moving with
intact families Was "great," and traveling with friends would
provide
them help in
case of problems.
Zn oases where a
particular
wife
expressed
doubt
about
the move other wives
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frequently tried to oonvince her of the merits of going overseas
as a group.
The idea that "We will do this together, by helping
each other* was expressed often before and after the move.
In this battalion rotation process a number of wives of
lover ranking soldiers were now eligible to move with the
battalions.
These women are naturally somewhat younger than the
average, and as such represented a high risk group for problems
ofalls kinds.
The fine support provided one another by. unit
wiVes seems to have prevented untoward problems in this younger
group.
Sponsorship of incoming families was problematic during
Phases One and Two for all battalions.
(This oontinltes to be an
area in which
hoe Army oan Improve).
Officers' wives were
generally well taken care of, and NCO wives frequently (but less
than half) had a "sponsor' to show them around and help them In
the first few days at a new post.
It was rare for any enlisted
wife to report that anyone from the military contacted hor during
this critical time.
lkoeptions to this ocourred only when small
groups of wives organized themselves at the platoon level, or
when a particularly active wife of a small unit leader (usually
at platoon level, often from a company) made it a point to ensure
that such contact was made.
Contacts at the. platoon level
usually resulted in long-term relationships between wives.
Among rotating battalions at Phase Three the large majority
(about 80 percent) of wives reported having had a sponsor.
.Generally,
these were reported to have provided outstanding
assistance, although a number reported sponsor's performance was
perfunctory or non-existent.
By that time, many of the wives who.
had remained active in recruiting and organizing formal support
groups began to experience frustration due to the difficulty of
dealing with "uninterested" wives,
the difficulty In getting
information disseminated, and their own anger at the changes in
policy/information which they themselves had to explain and deal
with.
In spite of this, their commitment was remarkable and the
majority of wives (we estimate over 90%) were informed well about
the mechanics of the rotation. . Nevertheless, few wives had any
idea of what CONORT was or what the rationale was for stabilizing
battalions and moving them as a unit.
The
Phase
Three
intervieus
indicated
that
from
an
organizational perspective,
the battalion moves were conducted
very well.
The moving and Inprocessing support. provided the
"arriving battalions was superior to that given to soldiers
arrIving as individual replacements.
The major problems which
were experienced involved assignment of housing (and certain
associated
pay problems)
and beliefs about unfair (unequal)
treatment.
The housing issue seems to have had it•
Seneess In
promises or Inferences eade about what would be available,
or
what would be done to support the #rriving families.
Hany
believed that they would have immediate access to government
housing, or at least an abundance of affordable housing on the
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Each post handled the housing issue somewhat
economy near post.
differently, usually providing the same number of housing units
to the Incoming battalion as was vacated by the outgoing
Hany families were thus able to move into quarters
battalion.
This seemed "fair* to the arriving battalions, but
immediately.
terribly unfair to other comaunity members who had been waiting
as long as 18 months for that housing.
four

At least one comunity held vacant housing open for up to
It also
months to accommodate the arriving battalion.

assigned

a

sister

battalion

to

sponsor

the

new

battalion,

and

detailed the sister battalion to perform a variety of tasus not
Sponsors
normally expected of sponsors to support the ne4wooers.
resented this extraordinary treatment they were forced t6o render,
The arriving battalion
and considerable anger was generated.
In the
subsequen'tly was unjustly blamed tor a variety of Ills
At the same time, the arriving battalion believed it
community.
had not received a Orair share," since members believed they had
Although a severely
been promised more than they had received.
it
is
disruptive problem was found in only one community,
the more Senera! situation in which morale was
representative oo
affected by expectations and information dissemination which went
The problem stemmed from expectations that were set too
awry.
and the
high due to misinformation or changed information,
One
overseas
community.
of
each
circumstances
diff•rent
community was believed to have had newly constructed Uusing
This Vecame the "standard"
available for the arriving battalion.
trestment.
their
own
assessed
all
others
against
which
Uaturally, none could match this', and having to find housing on
the local economy contributed to/others' feelings of deprivation.
Zn spite of the fact that all members of the rotating
battalions received a considerable amount of special treatment
room
weekend inprocessing,
(extra time on the housing list,
ground
at
the
airport,
to
meet
them
reservations,
buses
transportation after arrival, etc.), the general peroeption was
Zn fact, one
that they did not receive any special treatment.
reported that they should have received preferential treatment,
beoause "...we are COHORT and COHORT is supposed to be special."
A few spouses expressed concern about possible negative
reactions from other community residents directed at members of
This concern arose from those
the battalions rotating OCOMUS.
women who had had negative experiences as part of COHORT company
they described how family members of some COHORT
rotation (e.g.,
units were ostracized by other residents due to the special
Several such problems did occur, but
privileges they received).
in only one- oommuiity were they serious.
The rotation did
soldiers and families.

confer hardships on a limited number of
These were people who were assigned to a

rotating battalion overseas,

and who

then had to return

to COEUS

(sometimes to the same location they had left) with the battalion
Some of these soldiers had sold their
in as little as 10 months.
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Although the
homes, and their wiv.s had given up good Jobs.
number of affected individuals was not large, this represents.
military personnel decisions at their worst.
Overall, however,
high expeotations were met and ther were ext-'emely pleased
Wivoe'
with the move and the care they reoeived.
Sponsorship continued to be a problem for some families,
especially those returning to COICUS, with wives of enlisted and
KCOs alikce complaining that no one met them, and although. most
The
had a sponsor, a large minority said *we were on our own.'
advanoed parties (whether or not formally assigned as sponsors)
apparently did provide oonsiderable help to most new arrivals.
Another aspect of sponsorship which was not managed well was
standardization of expectations
and responsibilities of the
%n
These varied oonsiderably among the communities.
sponsors.
some
eased
sponsors
weore
expected
to
provide
so
much
extraordinary support that resentment and anger was bound to
develop.
Zn other oases, sponsors did very little, and had no
guidance on what was expected of them.
Selection of NCOs t4 remain in or join the battalion (and
rotate
OCONUS)
was
also
handled
differently
among
the
battalions.
Most required all eligible NCOs to accompany the
battalion or sign a bar to reenlistment.
One battalion sought
volunteers from throughout the divisi.on. This battalion reported
having no difficulty filling Its slots, and also had none of the
a•ger seen among the XCOs in other units who felt coeroed into
remaining with or Joining the battalion.
NCOs who felt coerced
were angry even if they stated that they otherwise wanted to move
OCONU3 in the first
plaue.
Wives shared this anger.
Language training, a tool which could help wives feei better
adapted
to
their
overseas
environment,
was
generally
not
available.
Host wives had been offered the opportunity to attend
such classes in CONUS prior to the move.
Community tfftets

-

Lessons learned" from previous company rotations wore availabld
In the form of URAZR Teohnioal Reports, but these were apparently
not used above battalion level.
for example, company rotation
leoarly demonstrated
the development
of negative
community
attitudes toward arriving units which received special treatment,
or were peroeLved as receiving speoial treatment.
There was
little efrort to incorporate this information in rotation plans
in a manner which would mi.tigate the development of such
community attitudes.
A problem frequently reported by wives from all units
concerning the large influx of people associated with battalion
rotation was the impact on health care facilities.
Reports of
three month waiting periods for an appointment at the OBOTW
clinics were common.
One wife stated, "By the time we Set an
appointment we're pregnant again."
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At
Phase One there
was
no
oonsolidation
of
plans
or
information
among
the
division
staffs
associated
with the
rotating
battalions,
or
among
the
communities
which
were
supporting them.
(Each rotating battalion did work closely with
the unit with which it was trading places,
Including exchange
visits by soldiers and some wives.)
Each division and rotating
battalion developed its own plans and Information pamphlets,
in
spite or the faot that most of the efforts
and information were
the same regardless of the unit involved.,
sach community did
have a person (typically within the DPCA) who had primary staff
responsibility
for
coordinating
battalion
rotation.
These
individuals should have established and maintained communication
across comounities.
Sinae the coordinating staff,
of the DPCA
from at least two major posts had not received F30 guidelines, it
appears
that
RODA
policy
guidance
was
not
effeotively
distributed.
The source of this "shortfall"
Was due to the laoc
of effective relationships between division and community staffs.
There was also no coordination between community support
agencies. and the
various
wives groups in CON0S
communities.
Again, this should have been coordinated by the person with staff
responsibility mentioned above.
This continued until
Phase Two,
by which time most such coordination would have been too late.
At that time,
the community agencies believed that they could
handle the move with little
interruption in basic services.
Some
(such
as
the
Army
Community
Service
Lending Closet)
were
beginning to expand their capabilities and supplies.
At the Phase Two interviews, most plans for the rotation had.
been implemented.
PCS orders had been processed, and decisions
conaerning leaves, eta. had been made.
Disruption ofoommunity
services did not occur.
By Phase Three there were a number of
misperceptions concerning the availability
of such servioes.
for
example,
in one community ACS received new supplies especially
for the arriving battalion, but was incorrectly believed to have
reserved those items only for that battalion.
Hfousing offices
were believed to haie actually moved families out of housing to
make room for the arriving battalions.
There was no basis in
fact for these beliefs, but they were a source of considerable
anger and resentment in the oommunities.
Summary and Reoomemdations
tnformation Dissemination
Considerable
efforts
were
expended
by
each
rotating
battalion to provide family members information about the move
and its implications for the family.
Yet many wives lacked
knowledge and understanding of the battalion rotation program.
This was a persistent problem that oontinuqd to occur in spite of
comprehaensive efforts on the part of each battalion to provide
information to these spouses.
Information dissemination,
when
associated with the active support and involvement of company
level leadership, was very effective.
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We recommend:

o

Realisto expectations regarding unit rotation should be
set In live with what can reasonably be dolivered.
While this goal can never be met JA IL~,g
military and
oonmunity commanders should make better use of various
installation information media to increase awareness,
foster omemitment# and dispel deleterious rumors.

o

Information
sharing
across
unit
boundries,
and
dissemination of after action reports must be improved.

o

Contact should be maintained with spouses who are
connected with the unit, *ven when those spouses are not
living tn proximity to the unit in order to ensure that
they continue to beli•ev
that they are part of the
military oomaunity.

a

A
clear
definition
of
fraternization
should
promulgated, perhaps through an A&ry White Paper.

o

Local nows media (e.g., PAO) should be used
greater coverage and information concerning
and process of unit rotation. Such coverage
oharaoerize*the rotating unit as "special,*
it characterize the treatment they receive as

be

to provide
the facts
should not
nor should
speoial.

Wives Crouns

Organization of spouses in a battalion was generally from
the top down, i.e., a small group of dedicated offioers' wives
serves as a catalyst for meetings, letters, e*t.
A relatively
small
proportion
of
enlisted wives
participated
In
these
activities, and this limited participation was in part due to
reticence or discomfort on the part of enlLsted wives.
Eaoh of the wives groups had developed a newsletter of some

sort

for

all battalion wives.

Out

there were no attempts

to

bring wives of the various rotating battalions together to
incorporate wives into the battalion rotation planning process or
to establish communication among them in order to allow sharing
of information or ideas.
Most programs to organize wives were at
the battalion level.
Attempts to organize wives within company
sized units were consistently successful as well as the most
supportive of the wives.
We recommend:
a

Wives groups should continue to be encouraged,
but
through organization at the company level.
They shpuld
be organized in a way that allows any wife of any rank
soldier to *run" them. Their voluntary nature should be
emphasized.
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o

Dattalion level wives groups should serve to empower and
support the company level groups.
Company level groups
can be most
effective in supporting wives
during
deployments, e*t.

a

Zntoraal

groups

ot

wives,

even

those

outside the company or larger unit,

in the saame:

vith membership
should be encouraged

ay as formal groups tied to the unit.

o

Military 4it
(company sited) should be reSourced to
allow them adequate sail list
manageaent.
As a minimum,
this should include micro computer support.

o

tcah (company sized) unit commander should ensure that
representatives
of wives
groups have quality
time
scheduled with the unit first sergeant eaoh month.
This
is to monitor new arrivals and ensure adequate early
sponsorship.

Moral*
Most of the complaints which wives did express' were not
directed at their battalion, and did not relate to COHORT or
battalion rotation specific issues.
The majority of wives
appreoiated the move, were enthusiastic about it and reported
that traveling with friends., as a group, was superior to moving
on their own.

There
was
such
concern
among wives of
the
rotating
battalions about issues such as housing, finding facts about the
rotation, and any negative impact of battalion rotation on their
husband's "careers (the
latter Ls actually a COEORT issue).
Installation communication media were not well used to publicize
accurate information at each military base, or to help dispel
negative rumors and misperceptions affecting morale.
We reoommend:
o

Travel of wves withehe unit and their husbands was a
very positive experience which should be used whenever
possible.

o

Providing preferential treatment of any kind for any'
group is likely to cause greater morale problems than
any other solution to the problem.
Such treatment must
be eliminated in every case.

a

Military leaders at every
reduce
unprediocable
and
work*) hours for soldiers.

o

Child care faoilities (availability and- hours) must be
expanded if organLzation and integration of wives is a
priority goal.
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level should
unnecessarily

seek ways to
long
("make

Community 1ssuls
Each of the military communities developed a reasonable plan
to
handle
the
rotation
of battalions
in
and
out
of
the
community.
Sharing of community support plans across military
communities was non-ezIstent.
Each community faced essentially
the
sane
problems
to help
the
departing
battalions and to
Integrate
the
rotating
battalions
which
arrived,
and
each
community
developed
comprehensive
plans which allowed It to
handle the large influx and departure of soldiers and families.
Each division headquarters independently developed a plan to
rotate its arriving and departing battalions.
There were many
commonalities
in these
plans,
although each handled military
leave, shipment of vehicles, port call, eto., according to its
own design.
There was relatively little early ooordination
across divisions, and no attempt to develop a workable plan that
all
could
contribute
to
and
follow.
This
resulted
in
a
considerable duplication of effort
by staff
in each division.
We recommend:
o

Training
in organizing and
leading voluntary
should be provided to interested wives.

o

Responsibilities of sponsors should be specified for the
Army as a whole.
Unit and individual movements would
thereby be enhanced.
Nominal renuderation of sponsors
for certain specified tasks should be considered.

o

Spouses
assigned
overseas
must
be
accorded
opportunity to attend language training courses In
overseas location.

o

Standardization or sharing of community support plans to
handle rotating units of any size should be implemented.
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Comparative Wartime Replacement Systems

1) The First World War was an anomoly in that it was a positional war
the only time where specific unit strength seemed to matter. It was a
simple athmetical fomila, a unit not large enough when it crossed the line of
departure had insufficient strength to gain the enemy's trench systems and
consolidate its position.
--

Z) 'uge casualties caused the British and the French (but gu the
Germans) to abandon their nineteenth-century regimental depot systems by 1917.

The new, centralized systems were those closely noted by American observers who
could not see that the Germans made the regimental depot system sufficiently
flexible to sustain their war effort.
3) The First World War occurred Just as the American managerial
revolution was in its infancy. As with new movements, its promise was greater
than the results it could achieve.* The factory model assemly line and new
principles of rational, objective management seemed to provide the tools
necessary to create the new forces.
b. The new Amqrican replacement system focused only on mobilization and
placed heavy emphasis on the proper classification and use of each Individual
rather than on the unit. It accomplished mobilization but was not tested in
sustainment -- the war was over before American units received prolonged combat
exposure.
c. After the First World War, the British rejected their centralized
system and returned to the regimental depot modal that the Germans never
abandoned. AS a result, the British, Germans, and Japanese all fought the
-Second World War with Individual replacement systems firmly based on the
nineteenth century regimental depot model. In these systems:
1) Wartime procedures were identical to peacetime -- with just an
expansion in scale. Each foreign system transitioned smoothly from peace
through mobilization to sustainment.
2) Tactical organization was flexible, often deviating from that
officially specified. Although authorized four rifle companies, British
battalions reorganized into fewer companies as their strengiths declined -- often
being only company-sized when pulled for reconstitution. Their secondary group
cohesion enabled them to continue effective combat service despite 70 percent
losses.
3) Unit strength
180
Authorized
cohesion.
of 1941 and
by the winter
at least IS percent below

was deemphasized and the focus returned to unit
80
had only
Infantry company
Germanrequisition
typical
men,
until
replacements
couldn't
Germantheunits
authorization.
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Men were recruited, trained, and socialized by a rear echelon of

their combat unit. Training was done by men drawn from the unit family.

5) Men were shipped forward in packets oa variable size under leaders
belonging to their unit. Further training occurred at each pause.

6) Prior socialization into the regiment -- the secondary group -°
eased integration into primary groups. The leadership burden was reduced and'
reconstitution could be done from a smaller unit core.
7) Men were provided only at the entry-level. Battalions promoted
XCOs and selected veterans for specialist training. A battalion of the Irish
Guards missing a mortar sergeant merely requisitioned *Irish Guardsman, one
eache -- thus easing replacement complexity. The return of veteran riflemen
for specialist training combined combat relief with constructive employment and
specialists could be committed with confidence as riflemen.
8) Rotation within the unit family was possible as men moved bet•ween
the combat elements and the training elements of a unit. This rested veterans
and'tt brought the latest.combat information back to the training base.
Enrouts forward again, veterans led the replacement packets.
9) Administration was decentralized. Tactical units communicated
directly with their depots and this reduced staff/administrative positions.
.d. The Americans placed increased emphasis on the individual and on
managerial efficiency rather than on unit cohesion. The emphasis on the
individual actively impeded cohesion because it encouraged the soldier to focus
on himself instead of on the unit conmunity. The emphasis on 'managemento led
to a rigid, oversitructured, and overcentralized system that:
1)

Focused on mobilization rather than on sustainment.

2) Aimed to maintain unit strength even though It was recognized that
the Second World War 'would be a maneuver war. Easily measurable, strength
could be affected by sound-management while, as an intangible, unit cohesion
was forgotten. Without structural support, leadership was expected to bond the
primary groups and translate strength into combat power.
3) Produced specialized soldiers as Individual spare parts In an
assembly-line process. American riflemen theoretically were not Interchangable
with machine-gunners whereas the Germans just had infantrymen. While possibly
appropriate for mobilization, elaborate classification made, the system
unresponsive during sustainment. The US Army had some 802 distinct specialties
-- as opposed to the 20 found in a German armored division.
4) Unsuccessfully tried to provide Individuals by grade and narrowlydefined specialty through an intricate requisitioning process.
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5) Produced too many specialists and a critical shortage of riflemen by
November 1944. Through late 1944, Infantrymen were dregs of the Army rather
than its elite.
6) Shipment of individuals as spare parts to be plugged into unit
vacancies. Men were comitted to combat within hours of joining strange units,
before they had time to know or care about their comrades.
7) No rotation policies. Once assigned to a combat unit., an enlisted
man gained relief only through death or hospitalization.
e. The emphasis on the individual was carried to the point that whole
regiments were dissolved to provide individuals to fill shorta eu in committed
units. More than anything else, it probably caused the low volume of fire
noted by S.L.A. Marshall and William DuPuy.
f. Judged in terms of unit cohesion, the American system was a failure.
Ironically, It was equally a failure when Judged by its own objectives because
its very complexity made it impossible to maintain units at strength. Amerlcan
infantry companies routinely operated with strengths no greater than their
foreign counterparts. A huge price was paid for a goal that was irrelevant to
combat power.and couldn't be achieved anyway.
6.

1

Findinos:

/

a. All replacement systems (except those used by the US du Ing the
twentieth century) based combat power on secondary group cohesi n instead of on
strength. Combat power sews only tangentially-related to unit strength but
directly related to primary and secondary group cohesion.
b. With the exception of the Union system during the Civil War, all were
Individual replacement systems. However, each faoregn system wax able to
There need not be a tradeprovide all echelons of unit replacement as well.
off between indivi&dua and unit replacement systemS.
c. All foreign replacement systems featured structural simplicity. They
They required
focused on basic specialties and these only at the entry level.
minimal administration to accomplish their mission.
d.

All foreign replacement systems were decentralized.

The combat

elements and the training elements formed a single unit family.

This enabled:

1) Socialization of the replacement Into the unit family - the
secondary group -- before he saw its tactical elements. This Institutional
structure facilitated leadership efforts to bond primary groups and lowered the
size of the unit core required to continue in combat.
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2) Training by men directly accountable who had a direct interest in
training quality.
3)

Replacement shipment supervised by leaders from the unit family.

4)

Shipment flexibility.

Drafts of any size from crew to company

could be shipped.
5) Individual rotation between combat elements and training elements.
This relieved men from combat while constructively using their rest.
e. The close similarity in foreign replacement systems indicates that
there Is more comonality than difference between soldiers in different times,
conditions, or societies. This shouldn't be surprising -- dif'erent social
structures, conditions, or levels of technology have changed neither human
nature nor the principles of war.
7.

Implications:

a. Ever since the First World War, the US Army has emphas-zed management
and has modelled its replactment structure and procedures on the factory system
to provide individuals as spare parts. This required a large administrative
overhead to supervise increasingly Intricate procedures and the American way
has been fundamentally out of step with its contemporaries. The Army achieved
success but that success was due to overwhelming materiel superiority rather
than to combat unit quality, Such materiel superiority cannot be assumed in
the future.
b.

Evidence gathered i'n this study indfcates that:
1)

Personnel management philosophy should be reoriented to:

a) Emphasize cohesion instead of strength. The institutional
focus should be on the secondary group to provide a firm structural foundation
for efforts by unit leaders to build bonded primary groups.

b) Focus on unit communities rather than individuals. The soldier
should find fulfillment not as an individual but as a member of the community.
2) The personnel management sysj
accordance with the following principles:

should be restructured in

a) Peacetime, mobilization., and sustainment procedures must be the
same to enable smooth and effective operation. The focus must be on combat
power, on what is essential, and on what can realistically be achieved.
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b)
and authority.

*possible.

Decentralization of replacement procedures,

c) Simplicity.

responsibilities,

Specialties must be combined to the maximum

ixtent

3) The combat army should be completely integrated with the training
base at the unit level in order to:
a)
socialization.
b)

Facilitate integration of replacements through prior
Provide flexibility to ship drafts of all sizes.

c) Enable reconstitution from a smaller unit core. Army doctrine
currently requires a unit core of 60 to 70 percent of initial strength for
reconstitution. Yet units supported by regimental replacement systems only
required a unit core of 25 to 30 percent of Initial strength.
d) Enable rotation of individuals to and from combat without
losing unit cohesion.
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Abstra2t

This study examined the socialization and integration of
Three COHORT companies
replacement soldiers into COHORT units.
from one battalion involved in a major field exercise received
replacements.
We interviewed the replacements and the squads
(including company cadre) to which they would Ae assigned prior
to the exercise and observed the replacement process during the
exercise.
We also Interviewed each squad with its new members
The interviews covered a
two weeks after
the exercise was over.
number of issues, including soldier expedtations and experiences
welcoming and integration,
concerning the replacement process,
morale
and
and
relations,
enlisted-officer
leadership,
Replacements were assigned to squads with the (brigade
cohesion.
directed) proviso that they remain in at least two-man buddy
teams.
replacements would not be accepted into highly
were unfounded.
The squads and sections
newcomers.
good
job
of
accepting
the
Horizontal cohesion was established quickly.
At the same time,
gooa
mutual support
to the
the
buddy team
concept
assured
On the other hand, small unit leaders did little to
replacement.
Most stated that
encourage the development of vertical cohesion.
given the choice, they would assign replacements individually,
even if that meant breaking up pre-formed groups (such as these
buddy teams).
Further, officers viewed the integration of new
an
NCO
area
of
platoons
and
squads
as
soldiers
within
We attributed Leaders'
lack of attentioA to
responsibility.
implicit rules proscribing informal
vertical *cohesion
to
1)
contacts among Leaders and led, and 2) failure to recognize the
importance of small group ties or to capitalize on such bonds to
enhance psychosocial ?eadiness for combat.
Fears

that

cohesive COHORT units
did
a surprisingly

concludes
with a
series
of recommendations
The
report
These include: 1) wider use of
concerning unit reconstitution.
replacements,
with crossloveling as
the buddy tern concept for
necessary to maintain groups of now soldiers together, 2) training leaders and soldiers to recognize the importance of, and to
think in terms of, the cohesive military group, and 3) a requirement for Leaders at all levels to be actively involved in the
integration of the new soldiers as a company Leader's (rather
than NCO) responsibility.
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Introduction
Recruitment
any army.

and training repLaoements are major problems facing
A critical but ignored consideration in the U3 Army

replacement process, however, Is that assignment to a unit does
before
lov unit members
not ensatre Integration Into a team*
they are accepted and before they feel confident that they have
They are at
been accepted, simply do not make good soldiers.
1983) and are
higher risk for stress breakdown in combat (Oal,
Communication and commitment are
loss effective aS soldiers.
factors which will decide the differenoe between winning and
Both factors are likely to be
losing on the future battlefield.
is trusted and accepted by the
lacking until the replacement
The problems associated with reconstituting units-group.
either from survivors of veteran combat units or adding "green"
In the united States as far
roplacesents to a unit--are not new.
combat
scorned
by
War substitutes were
back as the Civil
veterans, and new enrollees dreaded the prospect of being put in
1982).
with men who would taunt and despise them (Zollstt,

discussed the difficulties green troops
Stouffer et. al. (1949)
sometimes had in World War tZ units, mostly because they were
viewed with mistrust and not easily accepted into their new

units.
is a clear relation between quality of socialization
Theer
and integration oa new members into a group and later behavior
and adjustment.
leplacements often experience a period of
eone
of the group."
considerable stress prior to acceptance as
Future war will be characterized by high intensity and continuous
opsrations.
In such a war, we would not have the luxury or even
a week to sucoessfully integrate replacements into deaciated
has shown that it usually takes two or
Ingraham (1984)
units.
three days to see whether a new man will fit in, and ten days to
determine where and hew.
early reelings or stress associated
with this period -of anxiety often lead to dysfunetionaL or
Ingraham founi that one
undesirable behavior.
For example,
Some new soldiers can
outoome can be the use of illicit drugs.
gain quick acceptance through sharing this illegal activity.
Another outcome of this stress is dissatisfaction with the
found that failure to
military.
Rock and Schneider (198-3)
Led to general
properly orient -and integrate new officers
feelings of stress and decreased commitment to the Army over the
first six months of assignment to the unit.
A study of how soldiers' spouses are integrated into t)ie
community offers additional data on outcomes associated with the
found
Schneider and Gilley (1984)
socialization of nevoomers.
that spouses who were not well integrated into the military
oomaunity soon after arriving overseas were five times as Likely
to return to t*he US within one year, compared with spouses who
were well integrated.
These spouses were also less likely to
report that they wanted their Active duty sponsors to remain in
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the Army.
The implications of spouse integration
adjustment and performance are considerable.

for

soldier

Kozumplik (1986)
has argued that all
soldiers should be
assigned to a new unit at the basic entry level, with training
the responsibility of regimental cadre.
The purpose of this is
to establish strong secondary group ties (around the battalion
and regimental affiliation) which enhance cohesion and resistance
to stress break4owz on the 'battlefield.
. Zn spite of numerous
studies, there has been surprisingly little
policy and doctrine
to direct or guida rhe military replacement process- at its
most
critical point- the first
days in the small unit.
Our modern individual replacement policy is rooted in World
War 1. During that time, the managerial revolution in the United
States led to a shift in emphasis from the individual as part of
a group to classification of men based on their skills and
interests.
Individuals with similar interests and skills wore
treated as identical. The managerial revolution promised greater
efficiency In selection of people for a particular job, and thus
responded to the military zeed for rapid, efficient ecpansion.
Managerial efficiency was translated into the goal of making
*assembly line soldiers,* each of whom could fit in where a lost
or dysfupotional part existed (tozumplik, 1986).
The individual
replacement system begun in World War I is still
in use today.
A modification of the individual replacement system was
implemented late in the Korean war.
'"Packets' of four "buddies'
were allowed to train together and be assigned together as
replacements to a unit.
The Idea was that they would remain
together, presumably in the same section.
The purpose of this
modification was to decrease stress for the newcomer, by ensuring
that he was already integrated into a group.
This led to-greater
cohesion and morale In that four-man team.
Janowitz and Little
(197T4),
however, indicated that such teams often had difficulty
integrat-inS into the larger combat unit.
It is not disputed that
the US Army has continued to win while using the individual
replacement system; but the evidence is
clear that we have won
despite its
obvious weakness.
We have been relying heavily on
our overall manpower and industriaL superiority, advantages which
are hardly guaranteed in future war.
Zellet (1982) demonstrates
that the weakness of the individual replacement system has been
recognized, discusses how lives and battles have been lost due to
this system, and examines personnel policies used by other armies
to prevent such problems..
The U 3 Army is currently using a new manning sysetem (called
Unit Manning System)
wbich is specifically designed to
enhance unit cohesion.
This system establishes company cohorts
that remain together
for about three years.
The goal of
increasing horizontal
cohesion among lower ranking enlisted
soldiers has been realized (WRAZR TECHNICAL Report, 1986).
But
the issue of providtng replacements
to
these units,
while
maintaining high unit cohesion, has not yet been investigated
the

If committed to combat, such unit cohorts will
systematically.
intimately familiar with one
comprise both soldiers who are
Znformal
have trained together.
another and replacements who
and previous long term friendships among
lines
of communication,
the "old" soldiers could contribute to feelings of isolation,
part of tnhe new
anxiety
and stress
on the
lack of power,
units, such as COHORT
soldiers.
'Zn addition, extremely *tight"
Some analysts have
units, might not be able to absorb losses.
among soldiers could make their
argued that very close relations
casualties.
groups too fragile to tolerate
higbhly cohesive groups might be more
On the other hand,
job
better
and do a relatively
receptive to accepting newcomers,
Recent military experience
of orienting and integrating them.
crashed
at
Oander,
carrying
troops
which
with an
airliner
on
this
(Ingraham,
provides
some
information
Newfoundland
successfully
devastated,
but
was
One
company
was
1986).
reconstituted by cross-leveling squads from within the battalion
individual
vacancies
through
and
filling
most
remaining
Althcugh it was not
replacements from the brigade and division.
a COHORT unit, the affected battalion was characterized by high
to six months'
consequent
and
stability
of
cohesion
levels
service in the Sinai.
for
The implications for COHORT units of reconstitution
During
leadership, cohesion, .and fighting power are not known.
peacetime, personnel in COHORT units are stabiliied for 36 months
since most members join the Army with a three year obligation.
This means that replacements due to simultaneous ITS will Wcely
Zn
50 percent of strength after 36 months.
require at least
(due to a variety o.f causes) does occur
addition, some attrition
has
no
experience
years.
The
Ar~y
during
the
three
and no policy
units durtng peacatime,
reconstituting stabilized
Zn addition,
for reconstituting units badly mauled ta combat.
is
on COHO.T
companies
wartime
replacements
the
effects of
unknown.
The

purpose

socialization

and

of

this

study

integration

was

of

to

examine and

groups

of new

describe

soldiers

the

into

We focused on how
existing COHORT companies of one battalion.
the process worked as a function of the levels of cohesion,
existing
beliefs,
and behaviors of newcomers and soldiers in
COHORT companies.
Method
Several groups of
The study was conducted at several, sites.
trainees who were to be assigned as
soldiers
were inoluded:
replacements to a COHORT battalion, soldiers in units which were
received
squads
that
actually
repLacements,
and
to
receive
unit and during
replacements.
Soldiers were interviewed at their
To avoid sensitizing
a major field exercise (Celtic Cross IV).
questions concerning
respondents to the replacement issue, all
questions
izbedded
in
other
of
the
study were
this
aspect
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(described below).
Interviews were supplemented
observation during the field exercise.

by participant-

The study was carried out in four phases.
In the first
phase, squad-sized units were interviewed at the end of their
basic
traAining
(O03T)
cycle.
A total
of
11
squads
were
interviewed over two days.
The soldiers (regular active duty
army)
were later assigned to a number of different posts and
units, including the battalion of interest.
The soldiers studied
tn this phase were pri.Vates (Z-1) through privates first
class
(2-3).
Questions foeuse-d on soLdier expectations of their new
unit, but included others concerning their views of leadership
qualit7 and their training about leadership and social relations.
In the second phase, three squads from each of the gaining
companies in the COHORT battalion were interviewed.
At the time
of the interviews,
no one knew which squads would receive
replacements.
Wie therefore included one squad from each platoon
of the three rifle companies involved,
for a total of nine
squads.
Interviews were conducted with the intact squad minus
cadre responsible
for that squad.
(Cadre were interviewed
separately.)
Soldiers interviewed in Phase Two were Privates (E1)
through
Specialist
4's (E-4).
The
interviews
included
discussion of how new soldiers come to :it into a unit, as well
as their evaluation of cohesion, morale, and leadership in their
units.
The third phase involved observation and informal interviews
conducted in the field, in the days before and after insertion of
replacements.
This was accomplished during a major Army field
an
entire
division
facing
a
selected
exercise
involving
opposition force in extremely realistic
rural and mountainous
fighting conditions.
The purpose of this phase was to help
understand the replacement process in general terms.
The focus
of the observations was to describe what happened to the now
soldiers
as
they
went
through
the
replacement
process.
Interviews were conducted with the replacements and persons in
the units
around
them to
gain an understanding
of these
individuals' beliefs and reactions concerniqg the replacements.

:

The final phase of' the study two weeks after the field
exercise involved Laterviews of the squad members and chain of
command that had received replacements.
A series of separate
interviews was conducted w*ith the platoon sergeants,
platoon
leaders, first
sergeants, company commanders,. battalion command
sergeant major,
and battalion commander of the gaining unit.
Here we focused on how the replacements were integrated into
their
units,
and the attitudes
and behaviors
at
different
organization levels that facilitated or hindered this process.
Feelings of the squad (old members and replacements) aoncerning
the replacement and integration process were also discussed.

9-

Results and Discussion
The individual companIes were allowed to assign replacements
according to company needs.
However, they were
brigade commander to maintain the replacements

least two man "buddy

teams."

required by the
together in at

We will first present results from

the first
two phases of data collection and then discuss the
socialization process as observed in
the latter
two phases.
These will be related to newcomers'
adaptation and reported

stress.

Finally, theie results will be discussed in terms of the

development of military cohesion.
Replacement

soldiers interviewed

high levels of "bonding"
greatest

level

of

associations.

Most

efficacy

their

of

during Phase One described

with their squad and team members.

personal

also

trust

reported

fellow

was

that

squad

reported

they

trusted

members.

The

in

the

those

combat

Inter-platoon

associatiors reportedly were not common,
and few friendships
eXisted outside the platoon.
Replacements were very anxious and
expressed
much
apprehensionconcerning
their
next
duty
assignment.
They
expected
that
they would
have to
prove
themselves in some sort of unit ritual.
Rumors of "thousand mile
road marches" and "hundred pound ruck sacks" were common.
Above
all,
soldiers
feared
rejection
from their new unit.
They
expected that it would be some time before they would fit in,
but
were unsure how to make this happen.
These soldiers seemed to be
highly enthusiastic and well motivated.
Each group commented
that talking with a cadre member from the gaining units about the
new unit early on would have relieved them of much of their
apprehension.
During these
interviews
we also discussed a number of
leadership issues, including fraternization and enlisted-leader
relations.
Without exception, these soldiers believed that the
NCOs who trained them were highly skilled and competent.
At the
same time, they reported having had little
contact with any other
NCOs,
and (except for. the members of one squad) no contact with
officers.
Only three of. the' replacements had heard of the term
"fraternization."
However, virtually all
who had been appointed
to a leadership position had been told that enlisted soldiers

should not socialize with NCOs.
rnterviews during Phase Two revealed* that the gaining units
also comprised close, tightly knit groups.
The concern expressed
by replacements about fitting
in seemed well founded.
Soldiers
in
the gaining units referred to members of their respective
squads as their "brothers"
and regarded their platoons "like a
family."
Each of these troops expressed confidence in their

ability

to perform well with their unit

in

a combat situation.

These COHORT trained and assigned soldiers reported
multiple
cross-platoon friendships, such that they were very familiar with
most other members of their companies.
They also clearly stated
that they did not trust outsiders, that is,
people who were not

"COHORT

trained"

with

them.

This sentiment
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was

illustrated

by

one platoon sergeant, who said, "These COHORT soldiers are so
tightly 'bonded'
that the cadre are the outsiders that have to
prove to the troops that we are worthy of them.
These guys would
do anything for one of their buddies."
The soldiers repeatedly
referred to themselves as "high-speed" and "the best."
Members of these units knew that replacements were scheduled
to be assigned somewhere in the battalion.
There was
uniform
concern that the "newcomers" would not be physically able to keep
up with their unit,
and that they would not be as well trained
as the more "experienced soldiers."
Eaoh squad said that the
newcomers would be welcome if
they didn't out-rank them, were
willing to learn, and could prove themselves to the experienced
soldiers.
These COHORT soldiers had been together for almost a
year; none of the squads had had any direct experience with
replacements.
Integration of new soldiers into such a squad
could be difficult.
However, all welcomed the idea of receiving
new soldiers since they were understrength and repLaoements would
help to even out the load.
In spite of their initial anxieties, the replacements were
accepted very well at the squad and team levels.
During Phase
Three
(the field problem) we followed the replacements from the
time they arrived at the brigade headquarters to their assignment
to a fire team.
Both squad level cadre and soldiers made efforts
to welcome them, anC get them involved with the mission. In most
oases, someone "took them under his wing" and helped ensure that
each was made to feel part of the group.
Usually the team leader
helped
the
replacement
with those
areas
needing immediate
attention (introducing him to the other squad members, packin;
his. ruck sack,
learning hand and arm signals, e*t.).
This
orientation typically evolved into an entire fire teas effort,
with support coming from a number of individuals.
The sentiment,
"*they are our brothers," was frequently mentioned.
Trust and
confidence levels of both newcomers and experienced soldiers
toward one another appeared high within two or three days.
The
fact that the units were involved in a riSorous field problem,
the replacements were able to keep up on tasks such as a forced
road march Cthereby "provinS" themselves),
and were willing to
adopt the standards of the new unit certainly. contributed to
their
rapid
acceptance
by
the
group.
As
expected,
the
replacements within the buddy teams also got support from one
another.
They reported that their initial anxiety about fitting
an was rapidly alleviated, and they soon felt accepted.
The effectiveness of initial socialization at the squad
Level is also demonstrated by a group of replacements which was
to be transferred to a different battalion at the end of the
field exercise.
All replacement soldiers in that group asked to
remain with their platoon instead of transferring to yet another
unit.
Replacements requested this stability despite the eztreme
demands of the field problem and expectations of more of the same
in their present unit.
Each reported that he felt
comfortable
with his new friends Ln his squad, and did not want to be a
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"newbie" again.
Horizontal cohesion thus seems to have developed rapidly and
effectively.
This was apparently due to the outstanding job done
by the squads to incorporate new members,
the fact that the
groups were sharing in a rigorous training problem, and to the
new member's willingness to learn the ways of his unit.
There
was no evidence to suggest that these highly cohesive COHORT
units would reject new members, or that the new members would
isolate themselves
from the pre-existing group.
Quite the
contrary, well integrated squads insure survival by bringing the
newbies on board quickly and correctly.
At levels above
squad
the welcoming
process
was
less
effective.
There was no standing operating procedure (SOP)
for
the integration of new soldiers.
In fact, a number of officers
expressed the need for such a plan to handle the expected
Zeplacements.
The
senior
NCOs had
already
formulated
and
promulgated such a plan, but it
only covered where to assign
replacements,
not how to integrate them; furthermore, the NCOs
had not shared their plan with cheir officers.
Although a number of NCOs did Sreet and talk with the
replacements, there was little
contact with the new men by senior
• COs and officers.
Only one company commander and one lieutenant
had spoken with them within the first
week of their arrival.
This reflected the stated belief of a number of officers that
greeting and integrating new soldiers is "NCO business."
In our
view,
this assumption contributed to some degree of distance
between officers,
zany senior NCOs,
and the
lower ranking
enlisted.
Few unit leaders made an early effort to "know their
men."
Thus, in spite of their acceptance and positive attitudes
of the squads toward the new members,
the senior cadre and
offioers widely believed that the 19 replaoements, as a group,
represented cast offs and poor performers (e.g.
two had fallen
asleep on duty and one wanted to get out of the Army; these were
also not well accepted by their peers)., 3uch social distancing
and
stereotypic
thinking
hindered
developaent
of
vertical
cohesion.
There is yet another important consequeace of this
implied social distance.
A most painful task of the commander is
to write a letter
of condolence to a deceased soldier's next of
kin.
The difficulty or writing such a letter
could surely be
eased by having some personal knowledge of the soLdier,
but
company officer* confused essential information for future combat
with appearing too close ("buddy-buddy*) to their subordinates.
We believe that there are at least two causes for these
findings.
First,
as
reported above,
training of soldiers
concerning
enlisted-leader
relations
appeared
to
begin,
informally, during basic training.
The thrust of this training
is that such relations are to be avoided.
Furthermore,
we
observed surprisingly little
informal discussion among officers
and NCOs.
Small unit leaders, in general, are not attending to
the importance of developing or fostering vertical cohesion in

their units.
our leaders do not recognize the importance of
Second,
supporting and maintaining the primary group, nor do they think
in those terms.
When introduoed to the gaining squads,
the
r.eplaoegents were required, by the brigade staff,
to remain In
buddy teams of at least two. This was done to eliminate isolation
and provide a sense of cohesion
from the onset of their
assignment to the new unit.
This idoa met vith much resistance
from the company level cadre.
Virtually every siall
unit leader
reported that If the assignment of ieplacements were up to him,
he would assign replacements as individuals rather than in pairs
or groups.
The leaders contended that replacements could not and
should not be assigned in order to build cohesion, but rather to
the squad that had the greatest numerical need.
Their rationale
was:
ttf r am down two men in three squads and I receive three
replacements then each squad should receive one man, to even out
the work load.
Equity is aore important than keeping the troops
happy."
"Fairness
rather than combat effectiveness vas the
dominant issue for unit leaders.
This conviction, that "spaces"
had priority over *faces", was held from squad leaders through
company commanders.
Our data from the Phase Two interviews, as
weil as research with other COHORT companies, clearly show that
COHORT troops are well acquainted with soldiers throughout their
companies.
Such troops could not only easily adjust to withinplatoon leveling to maintain replacements together, but. should
have little pro6lem with cross-platoon assignments.
The small
unit leaders also reported that they would assign soldiers as
individuals rather than as buddy teams in a combat situation.
This probabLy
has
Its genesis
In the Army's
predominantly
Individual replacement poliries under whiAh most soldiers have
served.
Conclusion and Recommendations
We have
examined
ýhe
socialization and Integration of
replacement soldiers into COHORT units.
We found that fears that
replacemenus would not be accepted Into highly cohesive COHORT
units were unfounded.
Zn fact, such inits did a surprisingly
good job of integrating newcomers,
and quickly mitiSated the
stress
of
being the
replacements
("newbies").
Borizantal
cohesaion
was quickly and effectively established.
This is
extremely important
to the Army as it implements plans for
reftllinr
COHORT units (which lose larSe numbers of soldiers due
to saiultaneous separation)
and augers well for the new CII
(Concept Implementation Model) for those plans.
On the other
hand,
leaders
did
act
pursue
the
development
of vertical
cohesion.
We attributed this latter
flading to I) implicit rules
proscribing
informal contacts
among leaders
and Led and 2)
failure to recognize the importance of small group ties, and
failure to establish, nurture,
and capitalize oan such ties to
strengthen psychosocial readiness for combat.
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We,

therefore,

make the following recommendations:

11

Assigning and maintaining soldiers who had trained together
In buddy teams worked well for newcomers and gaining units.
*8uddyoteams'
felt well supported, primarily an a result of
actions by members of the squads.
avring a familiar face
helped in the light of the considerable anxiety that all
nevwomers felt.
Assignment in three-aan buddy telAs night
prove to b9 even nore advantageous to ensure that at all
times at least one buddy is available even when one member is
absent.
We believe that the advantages of maintaining an
intact
replacement group outweigh the potential problems.
The high levels of cohesion ve observed at the platoon level
in COHORT units argues that soldiers could be shifted within
the
platoon
to
accommodate
keeping
small
teams
of
replacements together.
We recommend that the Army consider
using buddy-teams of two or three meo
to replace soldiers in
COHORT units.

2)

he
rapid acceptance oa
replaeemenas,
and the extent and
among
quality of relations (crossing platoon boundaries)
members of COHORT companies, suggests a reconstitution policy
for badly mauled COHORT units.
The Army -should adopt a
policy
of cross-leveling from larger units to fill the
smaller units.
The policy could be based on the procedure
u sed by the 101st Division following the Gander disaster.
Squads could be transferred from elsewhere In the company to
the affected platoon, and from battalion to company.
Other
replacements should be assigned in buddy teams of two or
three sen.
These would come from brigade and division, with
KzLPERMcE
filLing the remaining requirements.

3)

Ac every echelon of leadership above the squad, most small
unit Leaders stated they would assaign replacement soldiers
indivtdualLy rather than in buddy teams.
The h4storical
importance of cohesive soldier groups to survival on the
battlefield has not been Learned.
There is as yet no
commitment in the Army to building and maintaining group
cohesion, and few Leaders understand its importance.
Group
cohesion might be the single most critical factor sapable of
increasing

Oombat

power;

it

is

also

one

factor Army leaders

can influence.
Our soldiers must be trained at every level
to think 0group.0
In terms of replacements,
eaho
service
school
should
discuss8
how to
teach
Leaders
to better
Integrate
and
socialize
new
soldiers
into
the
unit.
Practical
eseroises,
in•luding
role
playing,
should
be
conaidered, along with development of a hebok list of what is
reqaired to effect changes in behavior.
4)

The iategration of new soldiers is viewed inoorrectly by many
officers as an MCO area of responsibility. The integration
of new soldiers is clearly a military unic responsibility and
S7

Soldiers do not tight as
offioers, or as HCOs, or as enlisted soldiers.
They fight as
groups,'in teams, squads, platoons and companies.
This must
be uppermost in every soldier's thinking about bow to win in
combat.
As such, the company commander should make an effort
to meet and greet every new soldier, and should take an
active role in assuring the development of vertical cohesion.
a primary concern for commanders.

5)

We observed little communication among. officers, SCOs,
and
enlisted soldiers.
This is
a serious omission.
Platoon
leaders often had a poor understanding of what was going on,
tactically or socially, among the enlisted soldiers and NCOs
in their Units. Yet, they might have to lead them to battle
on the future battlefield.
We believe that all
company grade
leaders
must
be
taught
the
Importance
of
informal
communication
to
reinforce
the
concept
of
"Sroup*
and
"company.".
We recommend that service schools teach the
importance,- particularly
for
officers,
of -using every
opportunity
to talk with troops in order to keep their
fingers on the "pulse" of the unit.
Examples of how and when
to do this (such as during chow, when officers frequently sat
alone) should be included for Junior leaders.

/
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Abstract
An initial analysis of the second iteration data utillzing
oompaay-level means -from
units that could be matched across
iterations reveals that, although the differences are not a&
great as they were for the first iteration, COHORT companies
still
have significantly higher cohesion scale scores
than
oanCOORT
iompanies.
The relative ordering of overall scale
values remains the ease from the first to second iteration, with
soldiers expressing sore negative estimations of the vertical and
horisontal bonding in their units than other group-related
sense
of
pride,
or
phenomena,
such
as
combat
readiness,
confidence in leaders.
Looking in particular at'horizontal bonding as measured by
declines
Unit Social Climate, we find that despite sig•i•iLcant
for COHORT-CONUS armor units and Light Infantry Units, only the
Light Infantry companies fall appreciably in their ranking vias-aUsing this measure, COHORT armor companies
vis other unit types.
field artillery
remain as. the most cohesive and nonCOHORT
on
CONUS companies generally fare'better
companies the least.
Unit Social Climate than those OCONU3, as we found in the first
However, the opposite is true tn the second iteration
iteration.
Infantr7
companies.
go significant
for COHORT
Mechanized
differences were fownd in Unit Social Climate by controlling for
Line company versus headquarters/support company status.
By arraying company, mean differences from the first to the
second iteration on Unit Social Clizmate, it was found that the
average company declin*e about one point, but that some companies
dropped as many as fifteen points and others Improved by as many
By focusing on those companies with the
as thirteen points.
steepest declines and comparing their written comsenats with those
was
with
improved
scores,
it
from
soldiers
in companies
discovered that declines could be attributed to leaders 4ho were
perceived as exploitative, unfair, incompetent, and oblivious to
These problems In leadership
the soldiers' needs and welfare.
seemed to be manifested most especially by the scheduling of many
field exercises with excessive periods of down time,. leading in
turn to a forfeiting of time for a personal and social life and
Company-level changes In
subsequently to a loss of unit morale.
item responses
tapping such dimensions and consequences of
companies with
Leadership proved to be correlated across all
cohesion
as measured
by
nrit' Social
changes
in hor.izontal
Climate.
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Introduotiaon
This fourth
foLlowing:

spotLights

the

1. A status update ot field operations, response rates,
data set construction for the tour iterations of
human dimensions survey.

and
the

UMS

action

officer

survey

report

2.

Initial scale score and demographic comparisons for first
versus second iteration data with a focus on battalion
type and COHORT status as explanatory variables.

3.

A more detailed ezamination of changes in company level
horizontal cohesion over time, as measured by Unit Social
Climate.

4. The thrust of future data analyses.
Survey AdminIstration and Data File Update
We now have available an archivable data set containing all
valid oases
t :-he first iteration questionnaire.
The data set
represents 104 companies, Including 16 whole battalions, for a
total sample size or 962T.
Analyses conducted for previous
technical reports did not include all
of the first- iteration
data.
However, while the number of cases in subsequent tables
will therefore be larger than in earLier reports, the statistical
results do not signifioantly differ from those obtained with the
Lacomplete data sets.
The substantive ooncLusions drawn from the
oreL&imnarv work remain unchanged.
For the second iteration questionnaire, we have a oleaned
data set with all
available cases whose units completed this
version of the questionnaire.
There are 91T1 respondents to this
data set who represent 106 companies, including 1T battalions.

."

*

The third iteration of the survey instrument was mailed in
mid-July 86 and as of 31 October the majority of sample units had
either completed the questionnaire or were scheduled to do so in
the immediate future. The total number of companieo surveyed is
for the third Iteration
Ssmaloer
due mainly to the shutdown of 3DM
operations at Ft. Carson.
We have begun data processing for 18
of the units responding to the third Iteration questionnaire.
A fourth iteration questionnaire has been prepared.
WRAIR
will provide personnel
to the
Soldier Support
Center,
Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, for the mail distribution of this instrument
in February 1987, with the hope that the bulk of the battalions
can be scheduled for administration by 31 Hay 198T.
The overall response rate is lower for the second iteration
questionnaire than the
trsat (71% versus TT%).
3oth rates,
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however, are reasonable for our analytical purposes.
COHORT unit
response rates remain higher than nonCOHORT rates (73% versus
66%), but not so much as to impair meaningful comparisons between
these unit *lasses.
Lover response rates appear to be due mainly
to
soldier
nonavallability
during
the
questionnaire
administration,
rather than voluntary refusal to complete the
instrument.
(See Appendix A, Table I
for specifio response
rates.)
DemograohiC

Comoarisons of ?irst

and Seoond Iteration Respoodents

Despite the fact we had less than 100% response rates at
both administrations, the two samples equally well represent the
company populations from whioh they were drawn.
There is less
than a 6% dirference on any one of the demographic categories
between
the
two
iterations,
with
the
greatest
difference
occurring in the proportion of soldiers who are currently carried
(from about 42% to 48%), a finding that makes sense given the
life-cycle
progression
of these
units.
The
marital
status
finding is complemented by some apparent movement out of the
barracks and into on-pos. housing (up to 16% from 12%).
Months in company is only up by three months,
indicating
that soma turnover has
.n fact taken place.
Not surprisingly,
this
turnover is reflected mostly by nonCOHORT soldiers, whose
months In company mean remains at about 14 for both iterations,
whereas COHORT soldiers report a Jump from 10 months in the fLrst
iteration to 15 months Ln the second iteration.
(See Appendix A,
Table 2 for specific demoSraphic comparisons.)
We reported
In the third
technical report
(Orffith
and
Vaitkus, 1986) that COHORT soldiers In the first iteration sample
were younger and more likely to be single and living in the
barracks than their
nonCOHORT counterparts.
It remains the case
that
COHORT
soldiers
in
the second
I.teration
data set are
slightly
younger and more
Wliely to reside in the barracks.
However, at least
for line companies, they are now no less likely
than nonCOHORT
soldiers to be currently married (about
46%).
Aside from these considerations and the fact th&t the age of the
COHORT
companies themselves
is
generally Less than nonCOHORT
companies, the COHORT samples for both Iteration
data sets are as
demographically
equivalent
to
the
nonCOHORT
samples
as
is
reasonable to expect.
RevisLin

the Thrust of the Data Anal7ays to Date

The
motivating
force
behLnd
the
bulk
of
the
analyses
contained in the OHS technical reports to date was to develop
reliable and valid scale measures of the soldier's
confidence in
combat skills and weapons,
confidence In leaders, vertical
and
horizontal cohesion,
and Identification with the unit and the
Army.
By grouping
these
perceptions
under
the rubria
"of
cohesion"
or "the
soldier's will
to fight,"
analyses
were
carried out to show that COHORT soldiers (Including those OSUT-
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trained as well as persoanel-stabilized) soared higher on such
measures than nonCOBORT soldiers even when controlling for other
variables.
The intention,
therefore,
was to
provide Army
polLoymakers hith data for an evaluation of its COHORT program.
At the Hilitary Psychiatry Department's In-Process Review of
16-17 September 1986, it became clear that It was not enough to
know simply whether a company was COHORT in order to estimate its
morale or level of cohesion.
On* practically needed to take a
company by company approach In
order to understand how &IL
company's growing pains or successes varied depending on such
complex
variables
as
command " climate
and
training
Intensiveness.
We decided,
therefore,
that the survey (in
conjunotio.n with the qualitative observations) should attempt to
Identify and examine as many of these unit differences as
possible before making generalizations.
Furthermore, since we
were really interested in group level phenomena, analyses should
be conducted with the company as the unit of analysis, as had
been done by the Army Research Branch during World War 1 (e.g.
ARD,
1911).
In short, we will now do a greater service to the
Army b7 revealing and understanding hzw the various facets of
cohesion are related and change over the life
cycle of b
COHORT and aonCOHORT units.
The remaiader of this report serves as. the first
step toward
-aligning the analysis with this new focus.
It is a transgitonal
report, however,
in that for the sake of Continuity We Will b*e
presenting changes in sOale scores from the first to the second
iteration with a concentration on COHORT status,
much as we
planned to do originally.
However, we will be sticking to a
company level analysis and then looking in some detail at those
companies, COHORT and nonCOHORT, whose horizontal cohesion scores
(as measured here by the Unit Social Climate scale) changed
significantly from the first to the second iteration.
If we can
begin to discern those factors that may account for such changes,
either positive or negative, we may learn how to improve levels
of cohesion throughout the Arzy system.
First and Second Iteratiog Company Scale Scores
In Graphs 1A and 1B, we present the company grand means of
our
oohesion
scales
for
the
first
and
second
iterations
respectively (91
matched companies).
All scores have been
converted to the same 0-100 scale for easy comparison.
We have
also enhanced their interpretation by drawing a horizontal line
at the 50 mark to represent the theoretical neutral point, above
which scores average to more positive responses, and below which
scores average to acre negative responses.
The scales displayed
are Company Command Confidence (CCC),
Senior Command Confidence
(SCC),
Saall-Unit Command Confidence (MCC), Concerned Leadership
(CL),
Sense of Pride (3P),
Unit Social Climate (USC),
and gUit
Teamwork (UT).
(The reader should consult Appendix A, Table 3
and previous OH3 Technical Reports for definitions of these
scales and their statistical
properties.)
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we detect small
If we overlay Graph 1B onto Graph 1A,
order of two
the
on
moat
so&les,
the
of
all
on
shifts
downward
All in all, however, these scale means show remarkable
points.
stability over time, which probably attests to the reliability of
The relative ordering of
the scales more than anything else.
scale values remains the same from the first to the second
scales maintain
all
ezoept for Unit Teamwork,
iteration and,
Only
The
line.
neutral
the
vis-a-vis
position
their
significant changes in scale scores due to time
statistically
It we
alone are for Senior Command Confidence and Unit Teamwork.
the same
rerun the data for first-term soldiers separately,
patterns emerge with sllght decreases of a point or two on the
Although none of the scale means stray too far
relevant scales.
from the neutral line, we conclude based on two iterations' worth
of data that companies express more negative estimations of the
vertical and horizontal bonding in their units than other related
group phenomena, such as combat readiness, sense of pride, or
Furthermore, this lack of bonding has
confidence in leaders.
or task-related components, as
instrumental
and
both affeative
measured by Concerned Leadership, Unit Social Climate, and Unit
Teamwork.

We have information about four structural or descriptive
features of the 91 companies -with respect to. which we can
These features are COHORT status, the
meaningfully group them.
type of battalion unit to whioh the company belongs, assignment
The distribution of companies
location, and Line company status.
by these features is given below:
COHORT
nonCOMORT
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MECHANIZED ZNFANTRY
LIGHT INFANTRY
AIRSORNE INFANTRY

2T
16
8.

ARMOR
FIELD ARTILLERY

2T
13

CONUS
OCONUS (USAREUR)

•
26

LIME COMPAXZES

T3

34

18

OTHER COMPANIES

We should note that the COHORT category includes personnelstabilized unite that were not OS0U-trained, and that companies
1 combat
companies,
other than Line include 15 headquarters
support omapany, and 2 combat service support companies.
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Taking one characteristic at a time, knoving that a company
the most important of the four in
is COHORT or nonCOlORT is
on the cohesion scales across both
accounting for variance
iterations, with overall COHORT company means being higher than
nonCOHORT means.
The greater of these COHORT effects
on
perceptions of Army group life, as we would expect, have to do
with company-level perceptions of personnel relationships, i.e.,
Unt Social Climate, Unit Command Confidence, Unit Teamwork, and
Concerned
Lead4rship.
The
absolute
differences
are
small
(between two and six points), and for the second iteration even
smaller, due to ilight decreases in overall COHORT company scores
Nevertheless,
and slight increAses for nonCOBORT companies.
CORORT companies statistically
still have significantly higher
means than nonCOHORT companies in the second iteration.
The type of battalion with which a company is Ldenttifed is
next in terms of its importance in understanding scale score
variation.
In general, we can rank order the battalion types on
the cohesion scales as follows from high to low:
1.

Armor

2.

Airborne Infantry

3. Mechanized Infantry
3. Light Infantry
5. field Artillery
The Light Infantry and Mechanized Infantry are given the
same rank because they average out about the same over the two
Iterations.
However,
one would rank the Light Infantry over
Mechanized Infantry based on the first
iteration data,
and
Mechanized over Light for the second iteration.
Armor units
maintain their superior. ranking despite slightly larger declines
in scores from iteration to iteratioa than for Airborne units.
Again, however, there is no more than a five point difference on
the scales at either point In time across battalion ty;es.
Assignment
location
is
a
less
important
source
of
differentiation than either COHORT status or Unit Type, though it
does account for significant variation on all the cohesion. scales
across time ezxept Small-Unit Command Confidence and Unit Social"
Climate.
The CONUS company means are generally higher than those
from USARKUR, aLthough for the second Iteration data these means
converge (COKU3 down, OCOKUS up) and often lose their significant
difference.
Differenoes are never more than a few points.
Line
company
status
does
not
have
a
statistically
significant effect on company cohesion scores, except for Senior
Command Confidence where EQ and support companies have higher
scale means.
(See
Appendix A, Table 4 for the resuLts of a
repeated measures' analyses of variance on each of the developed
scales for the 91 companies participating in both the first
and
second iteration questionnaire administrations.)
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A Mgre Detailed Investication

of Changes in Unit Social Climate

Ve have withheld attempts at explaining many of the results
presented thus tar because We have been speaking Collectively
about a set of Scales which, though certainly related at some
level,
have
substantially
different
content
and
analytical
properties.
Likewise we have refrained from presenting page
after page of company means both because we did not want to
muddle the focus on patterns and directionality within the data,
and because we are not yet close to being able to directly
associate criterion variables with the magnitude of such numbers
and their differences over time.
We believe higher is better
given the historical record for the kind'of items that make up
our
scales, but we do not yet know, how much hisher is how such
better in terms of such variables as combat effectiveness and
sustainability.
While admitting that the meaning of the size of our average
differences remains problematic, We Will use them in this section
in order to understand in depth what happened to the scores on
qne scale, Unit Social Climate, over time.
The selection of this
scale for further analysis, as explained in the Third Technical
Report, is far from arbitrary.
It is our closest approxiamtion
at this tiee for horizontal bonding within the unit, with more of
the actual or type of items that have shown relationships with
group military performance from the work of Wbrld War IT
researchers (e.g.,
Stouffer,
et al.,
1949)
to those of today
(e.g.
Marlowe, 1979; Gal, 1983; Manning and Ingraham, 1983).
It
is on Unit 3ocial Oliamate where we would expect more company mean
variation to be explained by COHO1(T status, and this in tact is
the case.
Furthermore,
in the oompany characteristics model
presented above,
the explained variance on UNITSOC was higher
than on any other scale for both first and second iteration data
(R-squareds.52 and .32 respectively).
In short, it is relatively
more important at this juncture to understand UMZT3OC scores than
other scale scores.

As we did at the end of our individual-level analysis of
Unit Social Climate for the Third Technical Report,
Table 1
presents
Line
company
means
for
a
three-way
company
classification.
The means- are ordered from high to low for the
first
iteration, with the second iteration means and their new
ranking beside them.
We see the consistent fall
in Unit Social
Climate scores for COHORT companies from -the first to second
iteration, with most on the order of two points.
However, the
drop is not uniform,
as witnessed by the COSORT-Armor-CO4US
companies (-4.5) and the Light Infantry companies (-3.5).
The
Mechanized-OCONUS
companies are the exception to the COHORT trend
with an increased mean of a point and a half.
The nonCORORT
increases are less than two points, except for the MechanizedCON3S companies (*2.2),
and the Field Artillery companies that
experience a point and a half decline.
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TABLE

1

UNIT SOCIAL CLIMATE COMPANY MEAN SCORIS

at COHORT STATUS, UNIT TYPE, AND ASS3ONMENT LOCATION
FOR FIRST AND SECOND ITERATION DATA
(LINE COMPANIES ONLY,

NuT2)

ITZRICRANK)

S~q.Fqj= LABEL
COHORT-ARMOR-CONUS

51.1
?7.1

COHORT-ARMOR-OCONUS

ZTZR2(RW=[

(1)

46.9 (1)

(2)

45.4 (4)

COHORT-AZrAORNE-CONUS

46.1 (3)

45.6 (2)

COHORT-MKCHANIZED-CONUS

45.0 (4)

42.9 (5)

COHORT-LIGHT-COWUS

4411.4 (5)

40.9 (11)

COHORT-MECHANtZZD-OCOMUS

11.1 (6)
W5.6

NONCOSORT-ARMORID-COUS

12.3 (7)

42.8 (6)

COHORT-ARTILLERY-COMUS

42.2 (8)

40.3 (12)

IONCOBORT-AIRIOREI-CONUS

40.8 (9)

42.5 (8)

IONCOBORT-ARnMOREDOCONUS

(3)

10.5 (10)

11.3 (9)

NONCORORT-MECOANIUD-CONUS

40.5 (11)

11.7 (T)

MONCORORT-HECBANZZZD-OCON0S

39.0 (12)

40.9 (10)

MOSCOBORT-ARTILLERY-COIUS

37.8 (13)

36.3 (13)

M.S.
Inocldes
only thoae
oategories
where at least three
aospanies are represented (excludes COHORT-&RTZLLERZIOCON3S with
Nat).
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Note that while the range of scores has diminished from the
46.9 to 36.3), the
first to second iteration (51.4 to 37.8 vs.
roughly
remains
types
company
the
of
ranking
relative
and non-COHORT-Artillory-CON0$
COHORT-Armor-COVUS
equivalent.
rankings
thirteenth
and
their' first
maintain
companies
respectively, and there is a one or two rank difference for most
The major exceptions are
of the company types in between.
nonCOHORT-MeohanizedCOHORT-Artillery-CON0S (four ranks down),
COiUn (four-ranks up), and the companies with the greatest rank
The top
shift, those of the Light Infantry (six ranks down).
both
at
status
share
COHORT
types
company
ranking
five
questionnaire administrations.
These means across time are portrayed visually tn Graphs 2A,
The neutral line for this scale outs across the
23, 2C, and 2D.
Graphs 2A and 25
page for all four graphs at the 45 mark.
2C
and 2D the scoond
and
Graphs
data,
iteration
present the first
Graphs 2A and 2C compare Mechanized Infantry
iteration data.
with Armor and Field Artillery units, and 23 and 2D compare
Light
Mechanized. Inantry with the other infantry units, i.e.,
nonCOHORTCOHORT-OCONVS (CO),
COHORT-CONOS (CC),
and Airborne.
are then compared within
and nonCOBORT-OCONU$ (NO)
CONUS (NC),
battalion' type where data are available.

V* should notice that, especially with the decline in the
Armor-COHORT means, there is a general leveling off toward the
the
Still however,
neutral Line for the second iteration.
ordering oa company types remains fairly similar within battalion
for armor units at both points in time,.
For exampte,
types.
COHORT-CON03 companies were followed by COHORT-COKUS, and then by
and nonCOSORT-OCOMUS in terms of the magnitude
nonCOHORT-COMUS,
horizontal
Likewise,
of their Unit SociaL Climate means.
conesion means remain higher for COHORT than nonCOHORT companies
units, though by a little
in both airborne and field artillery
COHORT Hechanized Infantry units
Less for the second iteration.
Mechanized
cohesion than nonCOHORT
a whole show. higher
as
iteration,
in contrast to the first
However,
Infantry units.
this ta due to the OCON0S-COSORT companies rather than the COMUS
ones.
We might posit a kind of relative deprivation theory here
that says companies with especially high expectations for the
quality of their social interaction based on their small group
ligbt
armor units), or *elite status* (e.g.
(e.S.
structure
COHORT units)
infantry), or special training and labeling (e.g.
are more likely to be disappointed than their counterpart units
since their higher expectations are more difficult to meet.
Still, that would not explain why not all armor units or airborne
units or COHORT units decline, or -why some decline more than
units with *Lower expectations" decline
others, or why artillery
Ve are clearly missing some additional factor or
still further.
set of factors, a situation that necessitates some company by
company investigation.
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Uf we were looking for a key to this puzzle based on the
foregoing
analysis,
we would
logically
look
first
at
the
companies where the greatest deviations from the first- to the
second iteration occurred, namely Armor-COHOST-CONUS and Light
But since we decided to do a full company by
Infantry companies.
company analysis, there was no need to limit ourselves to any
91
Therefore,
we simply arrayed all
previous categorizations.
companies at our disposal by their Iteration 2 minus Iteration 1
Unit 3ocial Climate means.
The mean of these 91 mean differences
is -1.1.
Rowever, the range is -15.5 to *13.4 with a standard
deviation of 4.O.
The best thing to do seemed to be to look
intensively
at
the
companies
whose
mean
differenoe
was
atypical.
Companies which had mean differences which were more
than a standard deviation away from the mean of mean differences,
(i.e. those companies who were -5.1 and less, and thoJe who were
.2.9 and greater were selected).
This procedure turned up 12
companies with large declines and 13 with large mnrcies in Unit
3ocial Climate.
Having Identified these companies, we were still left with
the question of what to look for.
Qualitative data from these
units would be one place to, start,
but while we have such data
from some units, for example the Light Infantry (wo De discussed
in upcoming reports), we do not have them for all,
for example
the Armor COHORT unit that dropped over 15 UMZT3OC points.
However,
we do have the soldiers'
written comments on their
questionnaires, which were specifically solicited foi the second
iteration.
By comparing the comments of those companies that
went
significantly
down
on
UNITSOC
with
those
that
went
significantly up, we might be able to Isolate key variables
explaining those changes.
We read these sets of comsents, and at Least in a cursory
way, began to make objective assessments of differing content or
issue areas.
For the Armor COHORT company that suffered the
greatest decline in Unit Social Climate, certain issues quickly
emerged that were to become fairly commonplace for the other
companies that also experienced large mean s*cre decreases.
Some
examples:
This unit
consideriag
sit around
is nothing
this.

spends entirely too much time down range,
the reason we go domwn.
Host of the time we
for three to four days, just because there
to dot
Moral* gets extremely low because of

The unit's ICOs do not respect the enlisted members as
soldiers.
They think we are still damn trainees.
They
need to stop and think about how they want us to
respect them.
But I can tell you this, us EN are
definitely getting tired of it.
We tried to bring Lt
up to them in a presentable manner,
but it didn't
work.
That Is the reason for Low company morale and
other related problems.
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The leadership in the unit isn't all that I expected.
you to keep good morale, but do not provide
They tell
adequate extra-ourricular activities.
We go down range
social life.

too

goddamn

much.

No

tizmo

for

a

... Also when we are not in the field, we are almost
always doing stupid things to impress somebody who you
never see and could care less about what he thinks
about you!
.. The numbers Same should not be played to make higher
ranking personnel look good for Oils and promotion, by
time we are spent SZC down range.
My unit-claims that the family 13 Important, but so far
they have made It so there is no home life or time with
My company is at a very low morale right now
family.
(this includes enlisted and NCO) due to the way we are
treated.
The unit spend3 way too much time down rangeAnd when we're not with our
last year.
-250 .days
unit, we're being attached to some other unit.
They think they
It seems like the ECOs are assholes.
Raw many of them can you talk to? Ot
are CONORT too!
Uxploitative leaders, uncaring leaders, and excessive time in the
Includes a lot of down time, are
field, especially if it
mentioned over and over again by members of companies with steep
UNzTsoC declines:
In my unit they never tell you how good a
doing when you are tryLng to do your best.
It's

not

right

to

got

cursed

out

job you're

everyday

for

no.

reason&..

I feel this unit's field time is too constant.
to take care of personal things...
Very dissatistied

No tine

on how you are treated as a person...

The leaders in this unit do cot care about the mon only
that we put on a show for tiem...
Many lack
This unit has a bunch of back-stabbing SO1.
knowledge of wtz; it means to be a real NCO and
This damn 811 is mainly concerned about going
officer.
into the
expense.

history

books

as

one
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of the

greatest

at

our

I have witnessed unprofessional or-loers degrade iCos
Also, I have witnessed a Warrant
in tront or troops.
Officer in my battalion level maintenance show complete
disrespect for officers in my battery to include MeCO
really
don't
officers
it,
simplify
betsy.0To
and
oommunicate with me as a Private.
V. spend a lot or time in
unless an officer is around.

the

field

doing

nothing

and
soak
baokstabbing,
a
very
has
my
company
He has
unknowledgeable and biased oompant commander.
Our first sergeant is a
truly lost his men's respect.
liar and has no backbone as far as taking care of his
I have grown to hate this COHORT unit from
people.
exp erie nce.

Lack of fairness and a sense that leaders
beoome additional areas for loss of morale:

are

incompetent

Z really don't believe this type of Army is going to
Host of the
help our country's national defense.
officers and
MCeO are just here to draw a payche'k.
The way that I feel as: What if we really had to go to
I cannet be sure If I could trust my leaders to
var.
know what the tau--they were doing.. Most leaders don't
seems to know their shit.
The NCOs were not introduoed to us until after basic
They 'seem to rate people on favoritism and
training.
controllabilityias far as from one ICO to another.
Lack of consistent standards and discipline..
Also, It seems that discipline depends on hew the NCO
or CO fleels, rather than what the &at was, itself.
Z have a blvokc friend and he went AVOL for some days
and he was punished by extra duties and demoted to 1-1,
which he was a FEC. Then two CLs (white) went and for
They were not punished.
the same day(s).
The biggest problem I see is that SCOs and especially
officers Set a chip on thelr shoulders... When you run
into one who does not know what he is doing, he or she
will plow ahead acting like they know what they are
doing.
problems that set
unit specifLo
of course,
There are,
and
mentioned, e.g. raoLal prejudice, Lack of privacy, drugs,
With respect to the use of drugs and alcohol, however,
alcohol.
the soldiers themselves see these as merely symptoms of the
Larger problem:

T1

The pressures put on people In the army cause them to
tense up and people mither smoke a few Joints or they
I don't like drinking so I mellow
drink like sailors.
out my way.
Can you help?
the
I think that the Army may be better only if
They do it because they're
soldiers stop doing drugs.
depressed.
The fact that all
of these things contribute to a loss of
horizontal bonding, but shore up the validity of our Unit Social
Climate measure, is clear:
The backstabbing for approval and low life techniques
many
times
to
make
rank
are
of
attempting
I find this unit not working together,
disheartening.
but vorking against itself a majority of the time.
It's

bad to see

this

.broGW-fosnLg

beoause those same
them,
the rough times.

S3's are going to war with me and when I need
they are not going to be there in

have I ever felt mor* mentally weak
Never in my life
If we vent to war right now halt of us
and unstable.
would kill the other half.
One of the problems with asking for open comments on an Army
survey is that their valence tends to be exolusively negative.
For

the

companies

then that signifiaanatly improved on their gait

Social Climate, there was certainly no dearth'of criticisms and.
Sowever, while we did not test this
complaints about the Army.
the tone and content of
in
a rigorous or quantitative way,
comments from units that improved in their social climate was
Complaints centered more on tangible
qualitatively different.
food,
equipment,
Army
pay,
benefits,
things
like
poor
transportation, standard of living, and physical conditions In
the barracks.
Lack of schooling opportunities and recruiters who
mentioned
most
are also among
the problems
lied
to them
One definitely does
frequently by soldiers in these companies.
in
such companies about the kind of alienation,
not read
baakstabbLng, drug use, thorough disgust with Leader practices,
and loss of heart that one does with the oompanies on the other
In fact, there seen to be
end of the UNIT0OC change spectrum.
fewer comments about anything at all, and even an occasional
statement complimentary to the Army.
1943)
The Army Research Branch in World War 11 CARD,
fairness,
being
told
why
intaasgibles,* e.S.
reoognized that the
a task is necessary, and officer interest in the personal welfare
of his men, were more important in establishing unit morale than
So
the OtangibLes," e.g. food, shelter, pay, and medical care.
What we are attempting to learn now,
this is
nothing new.
however,
is how, given certain structures like COHORT that are

TZ

designed to enhance horizontal cohesion, units may still change
with respect to their degree of cohesion due to other factors.
This analysis Is just at the beginning phase,
but looks
promising.
By using the soldier's comments and other qualitative
data from the field, we can begin to zero in on the factors that
inhibit or promote cohesion over time and construct hypotheses.
For example, based on the foregoing comments, we would say that
loss of UNZTSOC
is based
at
least
partially on declining
evaluations of the command climate as well as a sense of lost
time for a social life. Let us approximate the former by company
mean changes oan Concerned Leadership and the latter
by the
changes in response to the item QZ have enough time to spend with
family members and friends."
The correlation between Unit Social
Climate change and Concerned Leadership change is .87,
while the
correlation between Unit Social Climate change and Time for
Social Life change La .52, using company mean changes as the unit
of analysis.
These high correlations lend credence to the
hypothesis that horizontal cohesion is associated with leadership
practices and perceptions.
Pending further analysis then, we will conclude this section
with the message that unless soldiers perceive genuine int.eresot
and concern from their leaders, and this concern and interest is
sustained over time, horizontal bonding will diminish.
COHORT
oompanies,
due to their hiSher level of horizontal bonding to
begin with, appear to De especially vulnerable In this regard.
Zn. addition, the horizontal bonding of soldiers is less likely to
deteriorate If the soldiers feel they have enough personal time
to escape from one another nov and again.
Zn particular, if the
keeping of soldiers :i•n the field for long periods of down time in
mission
essential,
that
justifioation
has
not
yet
been
internalized by the soldiers themselves.
And this, of sourse,
can be related back to leadership quality itself.
flans for Future Analyses
We have Just suggested that more work needs to be done
investigating
changes
in
horizontal
bonding
over
the tvo
Iterations, either by way of Unit Social Climate or some refined
version of Lt.
In general, the scales developed in the ftrst
Iteration analysis, though still
reliable in •,he second, could
use some fine-tuning and streamlining. Certainly, we need to be
more parsimonious in the number of scales we deem to be important
to understanding Army group cohesion.
For example, though Senior
Command ConfLdenoe is a very reliable scale, it
doom not really
mean very much since soldiers often write in the margins, whether
they respond to the Items or not, that .they don't know who their
Corps Commander or the Army Chiefs of Staff, etc. are and what
effset these officers have on them.
At a minimum, as we have begun to do here, we need to model
tacets ot cohesion with respect to one another,
Instead of

T3

treating

them

as

simultaneous

outcomes

of

some

structural

variable, be it
COHORT,
type of combat arms unit, or somethlng
else.
COHORT itself
should be viewed as having an effect
primarily on horizontal bonding, with vertical cohesion, quality
of training,
etc.
acting as independent influences on such
bonding.
Horizontal bonding Itself
then may be theorised to have
an independent effect on other group-related perceptions,
e.g.
company ookbat confidence,
or Individual-related perceptions,
such as sense of pride.
These kinds of models would definitely
take us in the right direction to understanding how the separate
dimensions of what we have broadly referenced as cohesion are
Interrelated.
Given the importance of a stable core of personnel in
company group life,
actual turnover rate from iteration to
iteration should be considered as an additional variable for
statistical
control in analyzing company means.
For the sake of

comparison,

we will rmdo some analyses only with individuals we

can match by S3AH for both Iterations.
In
addition, more
individual level analysis will be carried out since it is only at
this level that we can understand Cully the effects of length of
time in the company in the company or perceived turnover of
personnel.
The individual level also remains important for
planned variance components analyses, e.g. we know that company
identification accounts for between 5 and 8 percent and battalion
identification
for
between
2 aa4
4 percent of
the
total
individual variance on unit Social Climate from iteration to
Iteration.
With the receipt of squad and platoon identity
Information for the third iteration, we will be able to ascertain
still
further
the
relative
importance
of group
level
for
explaining variations in cohesion perception.
We can then break
out more meaniagfully the relative importance of perceptions
regarding the different levels of leadership.
We will begin a more detailed analysis of the soldiers'
written comments and develop workable categories for issues
raised.
Theory development and testing will commence in earnest
for
the
interaction
between
social
supports,
duty
stress,
perceptions of Army group life, and psychological well-being.
We
are
preparing
for
the
analysis
of
the
third
iteration
questionnaire that includes new items on battalion rotation, PC3,
and buddy network estimation which will open up new points of

interfacing with the

qualitative

data collection.

Finally,

we

hope to begin establishing historical norts for some of our
survey items by going back to World War 11 data with the help of
Dr. William Reeder, formerly of the Army Research Branch and now
professor emeritus from Cornell University.
We indeed have a
formidable research agenda before us.
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TABLE I
RATES FOR UW!T PAIrTCIPAMinZN PrSRT AND/OR
II3 TERATZN QOISTIOWAIRE ADIOWTZK
(UaSED ON uNM StMVET!/tIUafl A•IOMM TO COMPANY)

RnsOICE

ADM

EoNTRMON DATIS

OVERALL

0SPo2S!
am

SSKZ-8ov

851oY641MX'

76.6%

71.2%

(9016/11772)

(8594/12065)

CONORT- RATE

7T8.1%
C6121/7837)

73.3%
(6259/8535)

SOECOIWRT RATS

73,6%
(2895/3935)

66.2%
(2335/3530)

CONSO RATS

77.3%"
(644V/8330)

68.9%
(50041/7258)

0530M3 RATIE

710.8%

74.T%

(25T4/3442)

(3590/f80?)

For thbe
irst Iteration, information oonoerninX number
assigned was dot available for 12 companies au4, in the case of

3.3.

the secoond iteration, for 8 companies.
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TABUR 2
DVZOWQ8SC COW LISNS Or RSSPQNDENTS WHO BL0O1N

v em in nT,,iRS

(3MUf

N Icoo

Or MATCH•NG C04AN!U*"

FIRST ?TR•TION
RACM aAC=lUNfD
White
Black
Hezican American

TO COMF•S2S

"IzTi.u....

AD

nITuATIo

')

....

SCOND •"TEZAIOZ
(7541)
62.8%

(8607)
63.3%

24.T
3.9

25.2
4.0

Puerto Rican

3.3

3.41

Ot•er

5.2

5.2

MARITAL STATUS

(7501)

(8581)

NotlNever Married

52.6%

418.2%

Presntly M~arried
,
Sepawruet

412.41

18.41

2.1
2.9

0.6
2.8

Divorcd
REZSIDWIC

LOCATION

(74166)

(8356)

In tie sarracs

58.2%

Onoaomt Housing
Offpost sousing

12.1
29.7

EDUCATIOINAL LEVEL
up to 11 Tears
12 Tra./E.S. Diplome
Ovir 12 !taru/C.O1.ep

(8631)
7.2
63.6
29.1

(75417)
6.2%
68.0
25.8

RK

(8669)
67.4%
27.9

(7505)
65.2%
29.4
5.1

Junior Wnisted
WCom
Officers"

AGE
Wan (Tears)
MOVTHS IN COWAST
Wasa
(TOTAL SAMPLE 3)

N14CL.UD1

1.7

53.9%
15.8
30.3

(8435)

(73711)

23.6

241.0

(5527)
11.1,

(6739)
111.6

(8719)

(Ti93)

The number of valid cases for eash variable is gjven in
I .3.
Percentages in this or
Ln the variable label Line.
pareotheA0S
for
subsequent tables may not sum to 100% due to rounding error.
oategory
status
the
marital
questionnaire,
Lteration
seoned
the
Also,
the
'not married' was changed to 'never married.*
educational level categories vere changed from ones designating
A-3

incorporating
both
years
and
ranges
ot
years
to
ones
diploma/degree levels.Rank was phrased 14 terms of opeo-ended pay
grades In the first Iteration as opposed to close-ended ones In
The *months In company" variable only included pay
the second.
iteration, but in addition
grades- V•28- and 01-03 for the first
included no members of the battalion staff for the seoond
iteration.

A-il

TADLI 3
DBIT'?OWS OF SCAL13 PREVZOUSLY DEVZLOPID
0
"FOR TIZ UNS FUELD IVALUATION
There are twelve scales that were developed in previous
analyses of first Iteration data that we can replicate for the
lay out the meaning of theme scales
We oriely
seoond iteration.
and third
below, although the reader should go bask to the first
UNS Technical Reports for Information an their construction,
item-total correlations, and other st&t•stcal'properties.
1.
Company Combat Confidence
(COMPCON):
measures
perceptions
or company combat readiness,
level
of
training, and quality of weapons for company-Level
personnel.
2.
Senior Command Confidence
(S391CON):
Measures
confidence. in the tactical decisions of the battalion
commander on up to the Army General Staff Cor all
personnel.
3. Small-Unit Command Confidence (UNITCOE):
Measures
combat confidesce in the company commander on down the
leadership chain to the individual for'
o1-940.
4.
Concerned
Leadership
(COOIL.EAD):
measures
oerceptions that officers and iCOS are Interested In
the soldier's welfare and feelings. 9i-_Zs only.
5. Sense of ?rite (9SIPRZD):
Measures the individual's
pride in the Army, including his company, as wel•
as
sense of belonging for all personnel.
6. Unit Social Climate (UNITSOC):
Measures percepti•on
of trust, cLoseness,
friendship, and reLianee among
soldiers mainly at the company level, for 21-24s.
T. Unit Teamwork (TEAMSOC):
Measures perceptions of
oooperation and Loyalty between soldiers in the company
and their XCOs and officers for all personnel.
8. General Well-Being (Oaw).:
perceived lack of distress,
presence of health, energy,
all personnel.

measures the individual's
depression, anxiety, anci
and sureness of self for*

9. Army Satisfaction (ARMrSAT):
Measures satisfaction
with Army pay, benefits, security, way of life, unit
policies,
duty
hours,
and
location
for
married
soldiers.

A4-

10. Life Satisfaction (LIFESAT):
Measures satisfaction
with
marriage,
health,
neighborhood,
friendships,
standard of living, and education for married soldiers.
11. Spouse Support (SOCSUP):
Measures perceptions that
soldier's wite can count on neighbors, friends, Army
leaders or! agencies for help.
For married soldiers
living vith\ their wives.

12.
Psychological
Sense
of
Community
(COHSEN):
Measures InvoLvement in community, trust in community
leaders,, and perception that community would band
together in an emergency.
vith their wives.

For married soldiers living
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TABUZ 4
REUTEDT

?K4ZASU

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE LFOR TWELVE SURVEY SCALIS

(BACH WITS 91 MATCHE

PAIRS OF COMPANYT KAS)
V= lT8TWWI COMPAN MTFECTS FOR COHORT STATUS, MMII TYPE,
A&USZOWT LOCATZON, AND LINE COMPANY STAT133

SCAL.ZsCOMPCON

GRAND MEANMZTU*51.5

39TIWK COMPA.XY EFFECTS

tTrM25#.1

ziEUT~Is

RE0317.85

F VAL.UE

CONORT/monCIONORT
Unit Type
CION0S/000mus
Line/Other

17.2000
.
*
'.6t'
0.9.

vITmN COMPANY gFFCTS:
0.~4
41.66
0.6
7.6"9
0.8

Tim
TLWOCORORT/mnwfCoR'
TissfUhit Typo
TI40CONUSOCONUS
TimeftLaV.Other
SCALUsSEMCOt#

GRAND NZAK ZTl~vT17.8

BETWEEN COMPANY EFFECTS:

tTAs 17. 3
LFTALUS

C3O3T/au.%COBORT
UILt TYPO

6.7's
2.80

C m S/OCIOMS

7.6"f

Line/Otherw0
WITHIN COMPANY EFFCTS:

2.6
3.9"

?±as'CO8OlT/uouCONORT
Tim"Ait Type
Ti2**C=S/0=SUS

3.6

A-?

MEUTusI REOaS-25

(TABUZ 4 Conti~nued)

SLaUNITC0N

ORAND lEAN ZT31636.9

acdWi COMPANY u'uC'rs:

ITE12s3g.?

E~3

N~I5

F VALUE

CJU0R?/nan'comw

37.9"*

Cuaswocamu

I.$

LJA'iOtber'

3.7

Uu1t 'Typoe.4

WITHIN COMPANY IfC'TS:
TinsfCOHORT/nonuOH0RT
?Ti*Unit 'Typo
Tft*CONU5/0CNU3
?1,usLine/0ther

SCALlaCt4LLW

CRAIG EMW

7.60*
3.210
1.0*
0.0

MTRla*iI.7

=2E2s23.9
LFVALUE

BZT`WWI COM'PANY EFFCTS:
COHOT/nonCOHOR?
limit 'Type
CCIM310COUS
Line/ther0.3

A.1

60*
1I.?*

WdITHIN COMPANY 9 M CTS:
'TissoCOwnR/noncosoRT
?iM~N8OCO NUS/000
Tw*L~n*/Otww

.0

9. 4"
0.0

A-I

NZU'T*37 3xGms9m2IS

(TABUE 4 Continaued)
SCALSIZNPIMZ
DETWIN COMPANY

GRAND MUMR ITU126.'4

1."
9.001#
6:0*

COWART! RFFCTS:
0.1
5.10
1.9

Una
TUSSOCOSORT/noUCORORT
T~m#*U.±t Type
T~mef=3USOCRUS
TlmfUinalOtber
SCALEaUNITSOC
InTWU

N=*24E tNGZ.8..0

LPVALUS

FFItCTS:
COHORT/onaCOVORT
UmLt Type
cUVS/0cNU3

VTHZ

ITKNU25.9

-

3.41
0.5

GRAND HIMN ITERU4'3.6

ZrM~x4I.S
f VALUE

COMPANY EFFECTS:

$.0

WUO3OT/nonCOH0RT
quit Type70
Caf=/lOC~vUS
LI~w/Otbw0.

2.0

COTART S?~MYFECTS:
6
2.1
2.3

?±..C OOIORT/moBL"JHRT
TiasVnlt Typo
Tjw*COXU5/0C0N!US
TtumLin*/Ctbor0.

A-9

9

NEUTa115 NR1Gs1-75

CTAITJ 41Cont:Lnued)
3CAY fLZAMSO~C
38IWIN WINPAN

GRAND MEAN ZTZRU1a12
W=3CT:

I~glsI*I.I

MnlgmI

RN~aS-25

7 TALUS

~UO3T/i~n30.
Gait Type

1

7.6"'0

66

COEUVO0OMUS

LtawOthez
nWTEI COMPANI SMCTS:

Tim
T=WC0R0RT/nanC050RT
Tim'Mnit Typo
TIM*CaIM3/0CONU3
Tim'4n./tber0.~4

SCIxsGWB

5.2'
9.8"*
4.0"
#014

GRAND MEAN MTRls6l.3

3ST1JW COMPANT SMfCT~s

?Tr~u61 I.2 MSCTnA RGZsO-110
f VAL99

~Ut/sOnW0HRO
Guit Type

88
1."

COUVOsOMu~

16.8"'*
57

Line/Other
WnT= COWANY Z?7CTS3

12.4600,
2.0
1.7
0.0
0.5

Tim.
TimeCOEORT/muonCOOR
Tim*Uftit Type
?ie*mNus/Ocofus
TIam~inoo/Otkez'

A-10

(TABUE 4 Continued)
GRAZD MIRAN ?Tflaull.3

SCAL-2-AWHSAT

ITZ3ZuEII.8

RUVIN COMPANY V'FECTS:

FP VALU3

Unit Type

11.2000

Lino/other

HEUT.11 RN~au111-40

3.6

WIZE3 COMANY IFFWS:
Tim.

5.50

TimsCONRT/nonC0L3RT

3.6

?im.'Unit Type
?la.OW3/OCOMU
TimsaftnelOthie

SCAT sLESAT

GRAND W~AR nTlRi*43.9

D3trIW COMPANY fuFcT

COH03T/vraonORfORT
Unit Type
LUme/Other

3.3*

1.0*
0.1

?fl!2.'3.8
IF VAL=R

0.2
1."
1.0

WE=~ COMPANY EFFCTS:
Tim.
TimcosoRT/2nCONORT
Ti.maget Type
Tiu.COMUSOCONUS
TiftLJnWOther

"F4.01

1.1
009
T.2
3.5
0.0

KlWTu36 RNG~alZ.40

(TA=L
SCALV=SOCSUP

4iContinued)

(MUND MEAN ITD1816.5

DWIIKI CONFANY a'FICTS:

ITRM2xIT-1

NU~lS RNG~aS-25.

FVALUE

~U~t/nonU0AT3-T
quit Type
0.9
CONUV/0ONU3
0.2
Linvother
0.3
W.IT!IN COMPANY g9MCTS:
Tim.
TlsV0CN0RT/nonc~oftT
Tim'fUnit Type
TIMOCOU3/0c0NU13

!F.3*
2.7

SP
,0.4

TIMOLta'Otior
.SCA~x=MSEN
BMWi~

GRAND MEAN

.6
=2E104.4I

COMANY IFFCTS:

MTR2z14.6

N1Uz15 RNGWs-25

F VALUB

0.7

CO80RT/*onCOH0RT
trait Type
CNUS/O10UU3
Line/Other

3.70*
0.1
0.0

WIT=1 COMPANY £1FECTS:
4.9k
5.00
1.4
4.450

Tim
Ti1g'C=URT/nonCOE1ORT
?imetUalt Type
TIMO*ONUSOcMUS

"9W.01
1.3.
Degrees or freedom are (1,83) for all effects except for
Unit Type and .the
interaction of Uni~t Type and Time where
dfs(4,83).
Unit Type levels Include M4echanized Intantry, Light
Infantry, Airborne Infantry, Armor, and Field Artillery.
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M4EORANDUM FOR COLONEL HENDERSON, ARI
DOCTOR NARI.OW, VRAIR
LIEUTENANT COLONEL AOAMS, OOCSPER
SUBJECT:

Comparative Wartime Replacement Systems

1. Prpse: To summarize the attached mnuscript, *Coparative Wartime
Replacement Systems.'
2.

introduct2on:

a. The US Army has won each conflict it fought. But, each time, the
things that were not done well became the focus of later studies. Oespite its
victories, one key area in which the US Army has never done well has been the
provision of replacement personnel to combat units.
b. After each American conflict, the questioon of personneT repTacement
received serious study. Far example, years of Congressional hearings followed
the Civil War and extensive studies such as the report of Nh Replacement Board
were conducted after the Second World War. Further effor•t were done after the
Korean and Vietnam Wars.
c. rn each case, post-•wr studies were critical and found serious
shortcomings in replacement procedures. However, victory each time obscured
the
urgency of the lessons to be learned. For this and other reasons,
substantive improvement has never been made. The attached manuscript
represents one more attempt to focus on a serious proble that has wideraching implications.

S

*

3.

Wehodologv and Scope:

*a. Using a case study approach, the paper examines personnel replacement
durtnq high-intensIty combat because an effective replacement system is one
that can transition from peacetime operations to support large-scale
mobilizatfon and then sustain heavy casualties over a prolonged period. tf a
system can meet theta demnds, it can support low-iftensity confTlets.
b. RepTacement systems exist to sustain unit combat powr. As defined by
the no# version of FN 100-4. combat power depends on key ingredients of

L. ,
Is
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maneuver, firepower, protection,, and leadearship. However, the current
definition of combat power omits the key ingredient of unit cohesion and It is
through this Nctor that replacament systems support combat power.
c. Cohesion ts best examined through primary and secondary groups.
Primary groups range from crew through platoon; they fight the battle and do so
besat when their members are closely bonded to each other. Attention is
paid today to th importance of primary-group bonding. However, the Army sees
the problem largely as one of leadership and is Just beginning to examina the

secondary groups' rle.

Secondary groups support leadership efforts by linking primary groups
- all to Institutional goals and there are key differences In how the
sfcondary roup is defined. Whereas Americans noted the Army Itself or the
nation-at-large as being the secondary group, British and Canadian analysts
focused on the secondary group roles of companies, battalionsu and regiments.
This emphasis provides direct, institutional linkage between the nation/army
and the primary group and it greatly eases the role of leadership.
d.

e. The study covers "150 years from 1795 through 1945 - the French
Revolutuonary/Napoleonic Wars to the Second World War. This is when major
conflicts occurred and it Is long enough to provide historical perspective.
The study Is Timited to Infantry replacement because this is common and the
ability to provide lange quantities of, infantrymen has always been the most
difficult problem.
f. The study examined the American experience In the Civil •ar, the First
W
World
War, and the Second World War. This had already been done but, limited
to American Offlrts, earlier studies focused on details rather than on
fundamentalT principles. To examine such principles, this study included
selected foreign experiences such as:
)

French effbrts in the Napoleonic Wars and the First World Wir.

Z) British experiences during the NapoTeonic Wars, the First World
War, and the Second World War.
3)

German efforts during the First and Second World Wars.

4)

The Japanese experience during the Second World War.

Sg. Signfffcant differences in philosophy, structure, and articulation
emrged between the American replacement system and Its foreign counterparts by
the beginning of the Second World War.
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a. Nineteenth century replacement systems were desil ned to support
maneu~ver or mobile warfare. Tactical organization was flexible; as units
declined in strength, they were combined with like units to form maneuver
farmations of the Oright size. For example, Napoleonic regiments 1tulht 2with
3 -4 battalions. But if the regiment contained only enough men to ?11
*battalions,
it was combined with another to form a 4-battal ionr Odmi-brigade*
that maneuvered as i f it were one regiment. However, each rump regiment
retained its awm leaderchip, identity, and cohesion. Similarly, Union brigades
during the Civil War contained between 3 and 13 regiments based an the sizes of
the individual units.
* b. Tactical units developed combat power by emphasizing primary group
bonding based V secondary group cohesion. Unit size was not deemed critical
to combat power - what uattered was unit cohesion. The philosophic emphasis
was on man as a mnember of a community rather than on man as an individual.
c. Man were provided to combat units only at the entry level and regiments
found specialists and NCOs from their ranks. Rarely were men brought from
outside the unit family to lead primary groups. Also', as trained infantryimen,
specialists could b4e used as such when required.
d. Replacement was decentralized. Except in the American case, each
regiment was supported by an arflijg depot at home. Here recruits were
enlisted or conscripted - usulIyfrom the depot's region - and here they
weegven basic training by members of the regiment. This focused as much on
* reimntafl socialization as It did on military skills. Replacements then were
shipped forward in drafts of varying size under regimental leadership - lien
nevr ovd as Individuals. Once In the field, the rep'acoment's prior
membership in the regimental family gave him familiarity and enabled his
acceptance by veterans as a *younger brother.'
*

a. In the field, unit strength was the coloneal's responsibility -£u~st as
was unit training. Colonels dealt directly with their depots and left generals
and. their staffs to concentrate, on operational matters.
5.n
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a. The First World War was pivotal in American replacement development.
The objectve then was not to create combat-effective units but quickly to
mobiltze and field a huge force to give president Wilson the clout to dictate,
the peace. Supporting a small,. readi ness-based Regular Army, peacetime,
replacement machinery was clearly inadequate so new procedures had-to be
devised. Several factors dictated the course of development:

